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COME TO "THE SUNSHINE STATE
II you want (he healthiest climate.
Where the pleasant breezes blow,
1 list
pack your grip for a farewell trip,
And come to INEW MEXICO.
J
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Ckieirvo 'Clipper.

Cuervo, Guadalupe County, New Mexico, Friday, January
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" 1) ERSONAL

TpUE Clifr'i ciroul .1:011 ex'.uads all
over the U.S. from caii to oce tn;
anil ia only one ilnllar er vear in advance.
V
Clijmtr di Bring You
ON'h Bii.1 SEE!
LEV US Ul) YOUK

1921.

21,

The Grouch

No. 41.

The Matter Of Neg

New Mexico

lecteg Children.

The grouch

is found vtnost everyMora taking bids cn now $13,000
where his greatest ;oy m medling
achool house.
He loats around thecouotry store, C4ovis-.lJaiideposits holding up
his gloom and venom peddling;
assisted
well,
remarkably
by
He criticises
ery on, officinls,
180,0OU.0U pay roll for the Santa
mererhants

In one city cf Massachusetti
which has been wot for a larger
part of ao years, there were 10
families reported iu July, Jt9t0, in

k

STORE THIS YEAR AND
SAVE MONEY.
Samson windmills, water
tanks, cement, lumber, farming M
implements wire and a" big store f
full of high class general mer- - 5
.
i
cnana.se.
ne; can save you money 953
on your next bill.
&

Eclipse
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CALL IN AND SEE US
Vl!

BOND! WIES T
QUALITY STORE,

CUERVO,

1
1
1

Cuervo.

Get the

Clipper
City Star for $1.25.

READ THE CLIPPER,

money-savin-

In cities, too, the groiicfc is found,
Mrs-A- .
Keeter wan a pleasant
contemptible and sneakiug,
caller at the Clipper offiee, Fri He hac no place in this fair land,
dilemma,
so, solving
day,
Let's ship him off t Russia to be
Mr. aud
Mrs.
of
company for- E mma.
Griegers
Okla. owners of Ihe By Y ranch,
CHAKLKS ' FREDERICK
arrived in Cuervo. Saturday.

WADSWORTH.

(In Publishers Auxiliary.)
Amarillo' Texan

Blown of
Cuervo, Monday. He has
leased the Romero ranch 2O miles
Mr.
was in

north

of

ARE GIVING AWAY ABSOLUTELY FREE

or trade one,

TicketS'vwJiliaU-ca&lipurchas- es

cents purchase
These tickets are good for Silverware absolutely free, Ask for them.

ticket with each

25

Sapta posajVlef cap tile Go.

Week's

A

Experi-

ence

Cuervo.

SANTA ROSA, NEW MEXICO

13

AT OUR STOKE.
evtry lime you do not make your purchase
AND
STOCK
THE PRICES
THE QUALITY OF OUR
AVE MAKE ARE DECIDEDLY BEYOND SUCCESSFUL COMPETITION.

THE SAVING you make on purchase will repay you in making
Ihe trip, even a LONG DISTANCE.

MOISE

d

Schools, also proffers testimony
to the effect that "Uomes are better kept, and ehtldreo
suhool bettor clothed and

attend
appar.

letter nourished.
During the nchool year ending
June 1, 1 921, the number of individual truants nhowed
a vory
marked decrease, which I attribute
iu a very largo measure to the enforcement of tho i8lh Amend-

eutly

ment."

A very illuminating and somewhat nmaziug report of the soeial
Much new land is being broken
f h'cts of prohibition in Boston
is
in Curry County, and in Colfax,
afforded from tho
Fairmount
Moro and San Migual counties
Hotel, which caters to r low prithe farmers are increasing their ced
trade, which is in Hyde Park,
operations.
Boston. The
propneter says:
Juay county bank has $700,000 on
"Formerly every week vvc had
deposit.
drunks and loafers skipping bills
Banks throughout the state gain
and the men were constantly ar$3,993,436 in resource.
rested. Formerly the men hardly
Magic touch of oil development bad
clothing and kIioik that would

out

ol

the

way.

of dollar

millions

brought

slate

in

to

I920.

hang together,

r--
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Roswell-.LIullal-

Mr, Larrd of Amarillo,
Cuervo, Wednesday.

was

in

IrrePressible.

Judge "And for the levity
you have shown during your trial
. C
Higgius returned Wednes- I shall give you an additional
from
an extended visit in fine of- - f 10. How does that auit
day,
VVeatherford Texas
you?"

BROS. COMPANY
I
N. MBX.

Pike's Pe:ik."
Mrs. Homebody "Dear me I've
heard my father speak of going
up pikis Peak when he was a boy.
I had uo
idea they still Lad it
ihere.'1 Bocton Pout.

if only a couple of dollars at first
MAKE YOUR DEPOSIT

H

with THE FIRST NATIONAL JiANK and
you will never have cause to regret it.
(5$

m

.

Shall

So
we

Not

Experienced.

ldest

is

oalySi).

"Kansas

Stir.

spoils

to-da-

0

A

Everybody's.

City

litili- hen and she
laid a lot of eggs:
She- - liai cht-Yin into chickens
wHh feather 1111 thmr
gs!
The chickens gie to pullets as
nuih like chic
And eauh sold down :n ;h.' market
a

y.

The Press.
It's wonderful to thi.ik about

kens-nrter-

The power of the
for two dollars and a quarter.
It tclld us v.h it ihe statesmen say
Satif rancisco Bulletin.
And how the ladies dress.
An
What's on wt eveiy movie show
And who i fcoitis wrong.
Li t poets siiik ihfir li.tnij; song
Without t us monitor n tMiide
And gaily snuit: ihe Urn:
We coul 'fri'i
Give
tne the iiian wIhi wVinihs
gt a'ooi;.
he's pultiiJt! cj a tiie.
While
A(.;e
l'lrmingham
Herald,

prr.

The first Jatiopal Bapk,

Optimist.

MEXICO.
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Was born of poor parentage, and was brought
up without much elueation;--lii- s
parents were
to poor to give him a good education, which
every hoy and girl should httve; hut
r
v
n
111,1
riv
VJV1
I'jIJ J V urmir
JM uvi A r, 8J
llfj lil'iA iiti,m
die worked hard and steady every d.iy, payed
his
at the ond of each inonlli,
i t the liank, and made wise in veshio-iitsavings
and when he began to get old he quit working;
he didn't have to; he had worked mid aved
during his younger years fur w and his
family to live from all the remainder of their
in yot.th,
lives. Now, he says, "Work and sa
and live with ease in your ohler vi''ir.1'
DEPOSIT YOUU SAVIXCS IN
THK SANTA R()S ST AT ! AMC,
k
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How Old, But Wealthy Man
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why not make a start
expect to hear from you?

SANTA ROSA, NEW

urrfispd.'

o

Application rriae'e for 11,000 acre
Mr.Tinkliaiu. repersunt'atlve" iu
feet water from Sapello river.
Massiw husetta,
from
Roswell hottl completes remoil-lin- g. Congress
who seems In be tho on If man in
II u gentian votes ' $4'5,C00 hoiid Congress who w Arils to revive the
Civil War, lias
fecm!y hold
(issue for new school.
hands
bis
in
horror over
iuu
up
Springer cattlemen anticipate
of Columbia.
tho
District
in
crime
within
better prices
month.
Clovis to expend 1516,000 for an We ndvisn'Mr. Tinkam to go
down to' OneoKJuan, 'where the
other water well.
Silver city ships 3d, 000 lbs, mo. work farm in located, a id see how
prohibition has cut the number ol
hair.
a fraction of tho
Albuquerque completes laying of inmate there to
number.
If
Oucoqunn bad
telephone cables at a cost of former
in
Congress, Mr.
repiesentativts
$60,000.
have
would
Tiiikh'aiM
to go tu lore
Albuqueiquo to errrct largest
and get its
Cdi:i
irnllre
Census
the
office building ynt built in slate.
reduced
Albuquerque Elks to expend JIlo,-00- representation
remodeling building,
Las Vegus mporu only $3,000
There i.s no rational Sund.iy
loss by fires in past year.
bill pending iu C ingress, ncr has
as
new sub any proposed natiomd Sunday bill
College City proposed
nib to Albuquerque.
received tlm endowment of any
to
drive
starts
secure
reform society.
Albuquerque
funds for building new hnt:l.

The Little Hen.

YOU CAN DO

the same

.

appearance of a place." was the
"Ii'h just ' ihose 'little
answer,
that
mke a place look
things
b d " The guest'smoked his cigar
in silence fur a minute. Then,
without a word, he got up from
his chair, walked flown to the road
and disappeared. He returned in
a short while and his host,
asked :
" Why, where have oil been.
George?" "Oh. 1 just went down
to pptt in the river." said George.

Bride ' Is there any age at
which children cease toTiea care?
I'l can't nay. My There was
Nonageiwrian

MEN OF WEALTH
began with small account ami added to it on
every opportunity

Trans-ciipt-

e

guest.

START A SAVING ACCOUNT

what I would

Boston

He Got The Spirit.

Mrs Trotter "YeH we're just
from Colorado. We've been up to

H

"That's

Charles W. Fullingim made final
proof here Wednesday, he used
There's a suburban homo whose
UucleBillie Landers, and A. C. owner's principal delight is in
Baysinger.
keeping it npio and span. After
dinner ho and a guest wore smokClipper ad bring you Businesr, ing 011 Ihe front porch.-Thguest,
after lighting his citrar. threw the
try one and See.
burned match 10' the ground. "Oh
If you rr cive a copy of the I wouldn't do
that, George," baid
Clipper it is a gentle hint to sub- the host. "Why nol?" tiked the
scribe.
the
"It

Still Doing Business

P

oik-thir-

1

Everybody is invited to attend
call extra line."
the singing at the Rock Island
Hotel, Sunday night.

YOU ARE LOSING

SI'S

encourage development. The wa
ter resources must be developed
soon.
otherwise
neighboring
states may lake much of the weter
in interstate streams away from
New Mexico. The Kio Grande
condition
flood and drainage
will not improve by delay. The
losses sustained in May and June
this year emphasize the n.jed of
flood control of the big river. The
sooner tbe great resources of New
Mexico are developed, the sooner
will the problem of high taxes be

drinking

-

Prisoner

(S

Hot Springs looking for quite a

and now
hirdly
mv former boarders."
recogni.e
Lakewool--Eddoil well shot,
She lisped but firmly said, "No, oil goes over derrick,
nesday.
A Paris dispatch under date of
Tour."
Sania
being pushed
D- J. 0.
and J. R. Jones were "A1S." said he, then" must die! with vinor tu this district.
January 2, printed in tho New
in Cuervo, Wednesday.
His soul went where they nay Torrenee county farmers urged to York World, is covered by the
'
11 y Crime.
'
aouls Fri.
givffmore ftttention'to whenf, onte head vPai' Swumd
Mrs. Jim Fernunon and children
New Record Set l'Ar
Tluevery
found his gloves and coat aud bailey raising,
arrived
Cuervo, Wednesday to Tbcy
With
Murder.
lot!
Wilt)
and
Charged
hat,
Roswell
Oil
make their future home.
This is remark ilile iu view of
And the coroner then upon him Co. to drill two test wells on its
Mr. Fosler dry goods drummer
the fact lhal there is plenty ' of
Sat.
placer locations.
of Denver Colo, was in Cuervo
Southern Bulletin.
Roswtll ships its first car cotton wine in Pans to check the clime
wave.
Wednesday.
to New Orleans.

y

523j

neglected children,
men and 7 drinking
women. In July, I920, under Federal Prohibition, thera was but
one lamily, with one
neglected
child and one drmkiug man. in
other parts of th State the rate
is
higher, hut in no nistaneo dj
the reports ol July and August
ot this
ye'r reach inure than
of the il,)it) figures."
Mr. W. II. Marnsll, Chief
Ufdcer ol the Public
7

-

TO
WE

m

which were 39

Fe.

building program.
and preachers.
Southwist Luiuber Company has
The editor w ahvays wrong, the
taken over the holdings of the
banks are wfeak aud shaky,
He raps Ihe town and all it has in Alaniogordo Lumber Company,
and are rebuilding their saw mills
ways both bold aud snaky;
and Kansas
and relaying their railroad uackH
He kicks about the sidewalk
and
With heavy steel, at a cost of
the stuff they tisa tor pnviug,
WOO.OOO.OO.
And sees no good in this or that
New Mexico should take steps to
unless it's

The year had gloomily begun
C. A. Waddell left Tuesday for
For Willie Weeks, a poor man's
his home at Clarendon Texas.
Suu.
He was beset with bill and dun.
Mr. Bond the Insurance man cf
Aud he bad very little Mon.
Las VeRas was here 'on business'
"This cash," he said, "It wont
Tuesday.
pay dues.
here hut ones and
I've
&
nothing
Bond
W
test have their grist
' jSSv
Tuea.
mill
in
ItW
operation and are doing
custom grinding It 13 equiped with A bright thought struck him and
he said,
bolter and is making excellent
meal.
J "The Rich Miss Goldrocks I will
Wed."
Ed Davis was in Cuervo, 'Wd- But when he paid his court to her.

maem

PHONE

a special
And seems' tO''bv
the church
grudge .against

Tbe Continued Story o '.oeal Ada,
and Current Eventa !r t od around

0

Studebaker wagons, m

We handle

teachers,
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DO YOUR TRADING AT OUR

i

his-hill- s

s
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Santa

Ivos.v - Niow
V.!
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THE CUERVO CLIPPER.

HEATER IS

RADIATOR

WINTER WEATHER

A Good Angel

EASILY CONSTRUCTED

HARDER ON GARS

Heart-wrenchin-

Old Milk Can With Bottom Cut
Off Is Made Use of.

Antifreeze Mixture of Some Nature Is Necessary in Water
of

LIGHT

OIL

By MARTHA

Ordinary Lamp, Chimney of Which
Fits Hole In Container, Furnishes
Ampls Heat Device Prevents
Freezing In Garage.

Radiators.
SHOULD

BE USED

Batterlei Art Under Much Greater
Strain Than In Summer and Demand
Ignition
Recharging
Polnti Need Cleaning.
With the approach of winter the
motorist should think ubout hi far
and what ho muwt do for It If he In
to use It during the cold month and
the Mime service he had durfxiK-rting the iiiimner.
Winter driving la harder on a ear
than In glimmer, and the cur must
naturally he In better shape to give
the ihiii) nervlce. Automobile radla-tor- a
freeze easily, and the first precaution that should be taken, Is to
put an antlfreer.e of some nature In
the water of the radiator. There are
on the mara number of preparation
ket which, from the popularity they
have enjoyed, have evidently given satisfaction.
Cover for Radiator.
The dealer from whom one buys
accessories can furnish them. A radiator cover la llkewlso a good thing
t put on when the weather gels cold
er. Koine prefer to use a cover for trie
The obiiood as well as the radiator.
ject Is to prevent as much hent a
possible, generated when the cur Is
One objecrunning, from MCiipliig,
tion to the cover Is thnt It has a
tendency to discolor the hood paint.
In cold weather a llglitr-- priulo of
oil should he used In the triniKiuin-Kloand differential. Thin Is because
cold tends to ninke oil congeal, and
the heavy grease or oil used during
the warm months will not circulate
Some manabout the gear as freely.
ufacturers also recommend the use of
a lighter grade oil In the motor Itwelf.
Kef ore mailing this change, however,
it Is well to consult the aervlce manager or the denier whose iniike of car
you are driving.
More Current Required.
Itecause It takes more current to
turn over a motor and stnrt It In cold
weather particular attention should
be iilven Hie battery. It should be
taken to a battery service station, examined and recharged If necessary or
If In need of an overhaul the work
should be done without delay. Days
are shorter In winter and car lights
burn louger, which Is nn added drain
Also not as much
on the lmtlery.
running Is done hi cold weather.
Thereby t lie opportunity to recharge
the battery by reason of the ordinary
running Is lessened anil for this ronton the battery nervlce Motion should
be visited often for recharge.
Ilecause a cold motor Is hard to
start, the Ignition should be carefully
gone over, contnet points) cleaned and
perhaps renewed if woi. Spark
plugs should be tiiken out and cleaned
and perhaps replaced, for with the
grade of gasoline sold today, as hot
a spark as possible Is necessary to
lire the charge In the cylinder. It
might be well also to grind the valves
If this has not been done for a considerable period. Tower Is one of the
requisites of winter driving and without tight sen ting valves this Is Impossible.
New Tubei Desirable.
The snow and Ice of winter are hard
on tires. I'atched tubes should be discarded, for sooner or later they will

mom
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shell-shoc-

Ml

II

A

e
Made From an Old Milk Can, the
Is Uied in a Garage to Prevent

Freezing.
drawn Into the mouth of the can Is
healed by the lamp, and directed
ngalnst the radiator by the can, which
serves as a flue. Popular Mechanics
Magazine.

Complicated systems of hand
signals designed for use by motorist
may be all right In
theory. In practice, however,
they don't amount to much, as
nobody understands them. Why
not cut out the fraternlstleal
high signs and simply extend the
arm outside the car? The following motorist will understand
that you are going to'do something and will be on his guard.

NEW

DEVICE

SIGNAL

SAFETY

double safety signal for automowhich Indicates to pedestrlnns
In front and the driver of a car In
the rear Just what .the driver of a
car equipped with the new device Intends to do, Is a recent development,
according to Popular Mechanics Magazine.
The device consists of a box
mounted on top of the left rear fender, where It can be seen from both
front and rear.
A

biles,

PEDAL

REST IS CONVENIENT

Ordinary Strap Hinge May Be
verted Into Very Satisfactory
Footstool.

Con-

very satisfactory foot rest or accelerator extension may be made from
f
an ordinary strap hinge.
of
the hinge Is fastened to the floor
boards, while the other rests on the
accelerator. All that Is necessary to
operate the accelerator Is a slight pressure on any part of the free half of
the bluge.
A

lias seen 12 mouths' service has given
At the end of that
value received.
service the resiliency of the rubber has
been lost so that It can no longer be
hardly culled a serviceable air container. OisIiiks should bo examined
for cuts and loose treads.

One-hal-

START WAR ON LAWLESS AUTOISTS
.
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A vigorous war on lawless nutolsts has been launched In New York.
Strenuous effort, are being made by the police department to reduce the ap1'utrol-ma- n
palling number of ileathH, through nuto accidents, In the grenter city.
Joseph llullenui Is ishown Inspecting a car In 1'ark aveuue to "fpot"

Then it

better-forgotten.-

An-na'- s

Genuine

is

Warning! Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets,
yon are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
millions.
physicians for 21 years and proved safe by
Tablets of
Accept only an "unbroken package" of "Bayer
for
directions
Headache,
Colds,
Aspirin," which contains proper
Neuritis,
Rheumatism,
Lumbago.
Pain, Toothache, Neuralgia,
1

Uu

ger
but a few
Br.r NunluW o UovmeMittuUmU
eonte-Ur-

of 12 Ubleta coat

Handy tin bo

trmf mar

X

pu&aeM-Avtrl-

o

W talfavUoMtt

Sure Enough.
New Rifles for Jap Army.
"What is worse than amateur the
Infantrymen In the Japanese nrmy
are to hnve a rifle of larger caliber. atrlcnls?"
"Amateur
At present a rifle of .22fi caliber Is
used, compared with the British .303
Walk up to every day like l niaru
and the French .314. The gun barrel
It may be better feed in the rack than
of the muchine gun Is also to be

"It needs no Justifying," Wilton
to
snld, lifting her hand reverently
his lips. "Unconsciously Billy is beginning to love you helped by the
sense that it Is deadly wrong. This is
In his gleams of normality they grow
steadily. Encourage him to form a
habit of loving you if you want to
save him from worse than death.
I have loved him always," she
said under breath. "He did not dream
It hut that made no difference. I was
so much younger he hardly noticed
me you saw he met me as a total
strnnger "
"You are his good angel," Wilton
"He Is Indeed fortunate
Interrupted.
to have your love added to his moth
er's Idolatry."
Time ambled wltbnl there in the
pine woods. Marrln ceased to talk of
Anna he even veered awuy from the
subject when Wilton daringly mentioned her. One. night he sat smoking
until almost dawn, yet roused from
and smiling, to
short sleep,
say to Wilton: "Tnke me back I
must straighten things with Anna. She
will understand when I tell her about
Mnry but until I oni free"
came
You were free before we
here," Wlnton Interrupted, running on
Marrln
into a sketchy explanation,
listened Intently then gave a joyous
shout and set off running. Wilton had
no need to usk why. He knew the
goal Mary I'revost, the good angel.

pnper-bangln- g

It looks from a distance.
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You Must Replace the Wear
v
and Tear on the Human System f

Did you ever stop to consider good health.
Many people have found S. S. S.
what a tremendous task is placed
upon your human system every a great aid in keeping their system
in good condition. Being such a
day?
Your heart is constantly pump- fine blood tonic and system-buildS. strengthens and enriches
ing life end vitality to every part S. S.blood
of your body. This is being rap- the
supply, and gives new
idly consumed after being turned vigor and vitality to the whole
that body.
into energy end strength
S. S. S. is sold by all druggists.
keeps your system performing its
Write for free literature and full
various functions.
Everv day there is a certain information to Chief Medical Adamount of wear and tear that must viser, 162 Swift Laboratory, Atbo replaced, if you are to enjoy lanta, Ga.

IN

THE

WAY HE SHOULD

Father Determined to Spare
In

AMBITION

GO

No Paint

Pioneer

the Proper Upbringing of
His Offspring.

Was

TOO HIGH

SOARED

Grape Grower Unfortunately
Not Satisfied With First
Really Excellent Results,

j

A hundred years ago Dr. C. W.
Grunt bought n small,
Island In the Hudson river nearly opposite I'eekskllf. There wns a general
laugh at what people declared to be
One day the mother heard loud his folly, as the Island was so barren
screams emanating from an adjoin- nnd worthless that it (lid not seem posing room and rushed In to Investigate sible for anything to grow there. Ioe-to- r
Grunt, however, had ideas of bis
the cause. Fnther was vigorously administering chastisement to the young own, mid he begun n growth of grapes
of the then new variety, the Delaware.
hopeful.
"Jiinies!
Jnniesl Why are you In u very short time the island was
thrashing Ilnrry?" demanded the wife. known to grape growers all over tie
"Ilecause I caught him In a lie, that's country, and Doctor Grant was dewhy," snld the father, continuing the clared to have done more for grape
culture than any other man In Amerthrashing.
"A lie? You sny n lie?"
ica.
"Yes! I will tench him to lie better
The great business enjoyed by the
than that if I have to break every physician turned his head, and he bebone in his body !"
gan to work toward a scheme that
would turn the Island Into a paradise
Patriot.
of growing flowers, especially magnolias and rhododendrons, and he
"Pa, what is a patriot?"
Up Roe a Slim Figure.
"A patriot, my boy, is a man who hoped to give seed or cuttings to every
GAY
EMPIRE
SECOND
THE
She promised you OF
lug at you, tooT
continues to love and serve his cou- home In America. The result of his
know she did! l'o you think she will
ntry whether or not Its elections go to attempts wns bankruptcy, and he left
Included
That
word?"
Ap
Social
Stunts
the
her
break
suit him,"
the island, which soon went hack to
From
of
not
the
strolled
dar
Company
Wilton
pearance
softly away,
rock and barren soil.
Comedie Francalie.
ing to remain. Anna Delnu was hard'
Quite So.
ly likely to be looking at new moons
The wisest man may always learn
"The census bureau employs some
Gay hunting parties marked the sec
upon the eve of her wedding. She
clerks." "Quite a Job to take the something from the humblest peasant.
ond empire In France and after the 4,000
was not deserting u sick man In cold
census of the census."
J. r. Senn.

instead she had fallen out of
blood
love with him while he was away
compassion hud kept her from breuk
Ing with him openly at first later,
when she knew the shock might kill
or craze nun, sue nan temporized,
keeping hlni deluded In a fool's parii
dlse, wherein there was no forecast'
Ing beyond the day.
Then her new fiance had demanded

It
Imperiously Immediate marriage.
was because of this that Marrln's
mother had prevailed upon Tommy
Wilton to take her poor child into the
Wilton had
deep silent wilderness.
known his task would be hard Just
how hard, though, until now, he hud
not realized.
As he went about necessary tusks
Mnrrlu sat relaxed against a pine
trunk, his eyes on the moon. Ills face
humor had vanished
blissful. Ills
he came cheerily enough at the call
to supper; after It smoked a pipe In
smiling silence, and presently Hung
himself on the bed of fresh boughs,
where Inside of a minute he was sleep'
Ing heavily. Wilton was thankful It
wns long since he lind slept unturally.
If the healing of the pine woods liegun
thus early might it not make whole the
shattered creature? Unless it did
Wilton would not think further, lie
loved Marrin, In spite of the ten years
between them, as though he were of
his own blood. Yet there was no truth
In
Marrln's taunt Wilton revered
Lucia Merrill as a snlnt rather than
loved her as a woman. She had carried
weight so gallantly, faced down 111 luck
with a courage, fnlth and charity that
showed her quality to he rare Indeed.
Oallant lies had veiled the disgrace
of nn unfaithful husband when lfe died.
Only his wife and his old lawyer had
ever known the truth; Wilton had
guessed It Intuitively. Luctn had sent
her twin sons to the army almost Joy'
111
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Indicator Placed on Top of Rear Left
Fender Can Be Seen From
Front or Rear.

way, In fact a tuba that Is a
year old should be taken out and replaced by a new one. More tires fall
to give service due to faulty tubes
than any other cause. A tube thnt
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Marrln flung down his pack, saying
angrily to Wilton: "So you call this
a camp ! I call It, rather a fuke."
"What a pity," Wilton answered
with a grim smile, "(since you are likely to stay In It for a niontli miiyhe
"
longer. You know the bargain
"I know what you said of things,"
Marrln retorted. "If you hud told the
truth, my mother "
"That'll be all from you right now,"
"If you
Wilton broke out sternly.
were not what you are a shadow, not
a man I would wash my hands of you
before tomorrow morning."
"Hut
since I am weak and 111, you
want me for a son, eh?" Marrin taunted. "All you Legion fellows think It Is
easier, also pleasauter, to marry money
alone waiting
than to make It.
for a grateful country "
Wilton caught the other mun's
wrists, held them Immovable for a minute, then loosed them ; his eyes suddenly filled with Infinite pity roused
by the tremors, the heat he felt In the
other's flesh. In a kind, sternly voice
he began: "Billy I know what
does to a fellow how it seems
to kill his right soul and put a devil
Instead of It, Let me help you to dislodge that devil, You know that Is
why we are here.
"Doctor Lyne says your one chance
of getting hack Is quiet, good cure,
good food and exercise In this healing
pine woods air. Try to remember that
remember, too, you are here by your
own volition you were keen enough
Ask
about coming only yesterday.
yourself what motive I could possibly hnve In bringing you here, except
a sincere wish to help you suve yourself 1"
Marrln apparently was not listen
ing.
Suddenly he broke out : "See
fjie new moon. Moon, Is Anna look-

A heater that will prevent an automobile radiator from freezing while
the machine stands In a garage is
The bottom
shown In the drawing.
of an old milk can Is cut off, as Indicated, and thnt end of the container
stand supports
flattened. A strap-Irothe can, which Is held In position by
an Iron rod that connects the upper
ends of the short legs of the stand.
The flattened end rests on a wire,
strung between the long legs. Heat
Is furnished by an ordinary lamp, the
chimney of which fits In a hole In the
can. The lamp Is placed on a shelf
attached to the short legs. Cold air

n
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ously glad of their chance to redeem the name and blood. One had
fallen among the first and farthest
forward; there remained to her only
"wreck.
this
tragedy yet WilIt grew with
ton held fast to hope.
the morning. Marrln was almost boisterous In spirits. "You promised me
wild strawberries," he snld gayly af"Unless you make
ter breakfast.
good well, awful things muy hupiien
to you."
The berries gemmed the grass of a
natural meadow a mile or more from
camp, but the tramp did not tire Marrln. He flung himself down beside the
first ruby cluster he spied, shouting
like a boy and cramming his mouth
with fruit.
Then twenty yards off up rose a
beautiful yet Wilton
slim figure,
started at sight as though It were a
ghost. No ghost but a living likeness
of Anna Delna, In pose, features, col
Marrln
bear
How would
oring.
sight of It? Wilton watched Win with
a wildly thumping henrt, as lie sprang
erect, and made three paces toward
bis
the stranger, his face Illumined,
hands outstretched.
Suddenly
they
fell lifelessly he began to stammer
excuses. The girl nodded comprehension, stepped forward and offered him
her hand, saying: "So glad to happen
on you so early we are camping, too
mother and I the milk boy told
us there was a
Just come. Welcome to the pine
woods. No better place In the world
"
to forget things
"You are right, Indeed," Wilton
said, approaching. Inside of five minutes lie had placed himself and Marrln, and found out that the girl.
her
double, was Mury I'revost,
cousin.
Three diiys later he said to her
aside: "You must realize the situation do you realize the danger of
It?"
"To him, you mean?" Mnry
flung
"You
you
back, her head high.
can't think I would be so heartless as
to hurt him? I felt like murdering
Anna when she told me that is why
I oh, never mind.
Maybe If I can
muke him content, until nature saves
lilrn what I am doing will he

In Chicago they tell of the great
pride which the parents of n certain
lad take in him. Father Is determined
to make him a great business man, a
veritable enptnin of Industry.

rock-ribbe- d

d

hunts a theatrical performance was al
ways Included, and when this was presented by the members of the Conie-dl- e
Francnlse they enjoyed the dis
tinction of being received In the royal
box. Invitations on these occasions
were greatly prized, as were those to
the ball that was given on the em
press name uay, Aovemner 10, uiut
on which from 20,(XtO to 30,000 francs
used to be spent, the Detroit News
recalls.
l!ut when the more formal
entertaining was over, "eccentricities"
of many kinds were permitted. There
were English ladles who enjoyed the
privilege of being Included in these
less conventional parties.
The costumes of the latter were
something wonderful to behold. The
cloth skirt, which had then been re
cently Introduced from England, and
the cloth dress draped over It enabled
their wearers to defy all kinds of
weather. As they went trumping down
the muddy roads, their coquettish little hats daintily poised on enormous
chignons, their walking boots displaying more than the regulation inrt of
ankle, the? less sophisticated
stared with all their might
at the strange company from the
chateau.

New Cure for Hiccoughs.
In one of the serious paragraphs
in the amusing "Humour of a l'nrish"
by llev. W. H. Money, the author
misses on an "infallible" cure for hic
coughs.
"Laugh as much us you
like," he says, "but try It the next

time you are In the grasp of hiccoughs.
Take a tumbler and fill It up half full
of water, put your lips to the oppo
site side of the rim to what you ordi
narlly would In drinking, tilt the glass
away rrom you insieaa or towura
you, and so sip the water. That Is all,
but you will want nothing mure."
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Look, into it!
If tea or coffee drinking disturbs health or
comfort, switch to

Instant
POSTUM
There's

a big gain

toward health.with convenience, economy, and
no loss

in satisfaction

GROCERS
EVERYWHERE
SELL POSTUM
lid

Instant
Made "by

Postum Cereal Company;
.
Rart-lo-

postun
Inc.
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COOK BOOK

in One Day

.
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BY DOUGLAS MALLOCH

Grove's
Laxative

AN OPERATION

Cabinet
aVaVasSJvaaa.

BROTHERS AND SONS.
out small triangles In the rounds and
U3, 1921, Wsalern Nswspapsr Union.)
wet the edge, wrap the apple In the
a dirty floor at a slimy bar In
If you are determined to Justify any
rounds and cover with a cap of pastry
the anteroom of hell
object you entertain, of course you
two Inches in diameter. Brush the top
I have seen them stand wltb. a devil's will do
with cold water before adjusting the
leer, I have heard the tales they
cap, dredge with sugar and bake until
tell
WHAT SHALL WE EAT7
the crust Is brown. Serve with a t have heard
tliem brag of tno brutish
desserts we have every day spoonful of hard sauce piped on the
With a cupful of leftover cooked
things, I have heard them boast
monotonous, so we wel- top of each and pass the sauce left
of shame,
ham one may have a most appetizing
come a cliunge even if the preparafrom the sirup In which the apples
Till I longed again for the Jewish
dish of
tion takes more time, the product is were cooked.
God, for the flod who smote with
Ham Tlmbalea.
worth It
flame.
two
Take
Chestnut Apple Amber.
And I wondered much If there lingered
of butBaked Apple Tarts.
Boll up one cupful of milk with the
still not a dream of boyhood land,
of
Make fluky pastry by using cupful
ter,
thinly shaved rind of half a lemon and Not a
a cupful of (dale
tender thought of a mother'
lard, scant half cupful boiling water. pour it over two tablespoonfuls of
kiss or a touch of sister's hand.
Mix and when well blended add three bread crumbs. Remove rind. Heat to a
breadcrumbs,
of a cup
cupfuls of flour and a teaspoouful of cream the yolks of two eggs with one- - For we wander far, and the years go
by, and the boyhood vision fades, ful of milk, one cupful of cooked ham,
salt. Chill the pastry and meanwhile quarter of a cupful of sugar and three
f
core and peel enough apples to serve tablespoonfuls of butter; to this add a Tet we are the sons of the mothers of
tablepoonful of chopped parsmen and brother to all the maids. ley, two eggs and salt and pepper. Melt
the family. Cook them until tender quarter of a cupful each of chestnut
And It Is not there In the wild alone the butter, add the bread crumbs nnd
In a sirup made by boiling one cupful puree and
apple puree. Mix well, add
that the souls of men forget ;
tullk, and cook five minutes, stirring
each of sugar and water together. the strnlned Juice of half a lemon and
In the house of pride, on the polished constantly. Add the ham, parsley and
When tender remove the apples to pour Into a well buttered
pudding dish,
stair, where the glided ones are yggs, slightly beaten. Season with salt
chill. The apples should be tender but the edges of which have been lined
met,
nl pepper, turn Into buttered Indikeeping their shape. Roll the chilled with rounds of paste. Bake until firm
s
pastry In a thin sheet and cut In In a moderate oven. Allow to cool, I have heard the tnle that is often vidual molds, have the mold
told on the dirty
ami set in a pan of hot
full,
floor
rounds to nearly cover the ripples. Cut then cover with a
meringue using the While the idle
mulled, and the lounger water and bake 20 minutes.
Serve
whites of two eggs, and two tablelaughed, and the bestial asked for with bechamel sauce.
with
of
sugur.
spoonfuls
Dredge
more.
Carrot Salsd. Take eight carrots,
sugar, decorate with candled cherries
one egg, a pinch of soda,
THE ROMANCE OF WORDS
f
and return to the oven to brown.
of salt, four tablespoonfuls
For the thing we are Is the thing we
are, not the thing in garments of olive oil, eight tablespoonfuls of
"BOGUS"
Butterscotch Pudding,
new ;
the
vinegar,
Melt one cupful of brown sugar and
OGUS," originally
teaspoonful of
f
American slang equiva
two tablesponfuls
of butter
until And the coat that fits Is the tailor's
cupful of whipped
cream and a bunch of parsley. Wash
coat, but the man inside Is you.
lent of counterfeit or spurious,
brown but not burned ; pour over the
into
the
mixture two cupfuls of boiling milk It Is such ns I, It Is such as you, that the carrots, put them In a saucepan,
slipped
lunguuge
cover with salted water and cook unhave made the jests and jades
and simmer until the sugnr Is disthrough a corruption of the name
of a man named Dorghese, resolved. Meanwhile soak a thick slice Yet we are the sons of the mothers of til tender. Drain, remove the Kleins
men and brother to fill the maids. and serve covered with dressing and
of bread in cold water until soft, press
puted to have been a very corgarnish with parsley. Beat the eggs in
all the water from It and bout In the
rupt Individual who, around
1825, flooded the west and southyolks of two eggs, a pinch of salt and Yen, the sons we are of a motherhood, the upper part of the double boiler, ndd
soda and oil slowly, beating constantly
west with vast amounts of counof a mother-love- ,
a scant teaspoonful of vanilla.
Tour
divine,
terfeit bills. Borghese, It Is
Into a buttered baking dish and bake And I cun not slander this mother until the egg thickens. Add salt, vinegar, paprika, and cook over hot water
In a pan of water for forty-fivminyours If I do I slander mine;
Interesting to note, turned out
his currency so rapidly that he
utes. Beat the whites of the eggs un- Yen, the brothers are of a sisterhood until thick, adding the vinegar and
Remove from the bent nnd
of the sisters loved or lone,
didn't even stop to 9nd out if
paprika.
til stiff, add two tablespoonfuls of
the banks on which the bills
powdered sugar and the Juice of half And you can not slander the least and set aside to cool. Serve with cream ut
were drawn were even in exisa lemon ; bent again, spread over the
say that the world shall spare serving time.
tence. As a result, much of his
Oatmeal With Dates. Cook oatmeal
your own.
pudding and brown In n moderate oven.
was counterfeit in a
For a woman's name and a woman's as usual, add a cupful of quartered
money
Serve hot or cold.
double sense It stimulated curfume they are sweet, nnd frail, as dates and mold In small cups. Serve
Date Jelly.
with top milk as a dessert or supper
flowers ;
rency and It bore the name of
Tnke envelope of gelatin, cupful of But the strength to shield and the dish for children.
a fictitious financial institution.
cold water, mix and soak for a few minarm to wield for the woman's
The Westerners, being rather
Lemon 8tar Cookies. Cream toutes, then ndd two cupfuls of boiling
name are ours.
rapid in their speech, shortened
of a cupful of
gether
s
of a cupful of Let the
wnter,
man keep his
the Italian nnme of Borghese
sweet fat and one cupful of sugnr;
f
first to "Borges" and then to
sugar;
cupful of lemon Juice
trust till his life's last twi- add three eggs well beaten, and two
and a package of pitted dates. Turn
light fades
"Bogus," applying the term to
cupfuls of pastry flour sifted with
Into a mold first dipped Into cold wa- For we are the sons of the mothers three
counterfeits of all descriptions.
tablespoonfuls of baking powand
or
Serve
chill.
with
ter,
of men and brother to all the der and
The earliest use of the word yet
plain
f
teaspoonful of salt
cream.
whipped
maids.
Add one tnblespoonful of lemon exreported Is recorded In the "New
' 1C21, Western Newspaper Union.)
(Conyrl(tht.
tract and let stand on Ice or In a
English Dictionary" as occurring
in the Painesville, Ohio, Telecold place to chill. Roll thin, cut
In star shapes and bake In a quick
graph of July C, 1827. Then, of
course, It was spelled with a
oven. Decorate on nice occasions) with
white frosting sprinkled with chopped
capital "B" and It was not until
nuts. This recipe makes 00 cookies
nearly half a century later that
It took Its place in language as
which will keep for some time. Use
lllUl illlll Tff
as llttlo flour as possible for rolling.
generally used.
Tfltra, thvtlt Tm i,Wy.
il
.
(Copyright.)
j
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Though the mills of Ood grind slowly,
-Yet they grind exceeding small,
Jovely
,
y.ru
Eiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiuu
Though with patience lie stands waitSoft SftoW
.
,
J O0f
j
ing.
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THE GIRL ON THE JOB
With exactness grinds He all.
f

To know how to be ready, we must be
able to finish. Nothing done but what Is
things which we leave each
I nl shed. The
dragging behind ua will start up again
later on before us and harass our pulh.
Henry Amlel.
DESSERTS FOR OCCASIONS.
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WOMAN AVOIDS

The Kitchen

THE WOODS
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Quinine

tuble-spoonfu-

tablets

two-thir-

Be sure

its Bromo

one-hal-

bar-roo-

The genuine bears this signature
SOc.

WATCH
THE BIG 4
Stomach-Kidne-

y

Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world's standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

COLD MEDAL
The National Ranted? of Holland for
canturies and andoraad by Quean Wilhal-minAt all druggists, three eixas.
laf the aaase Gold Medal oa averr tea
a.

aad accept ao imiutioa

WANTED, Men

to

Sell

one-hal- f

one-hal-

three-fourth-

three-fourth-

Government Harness, Saddles, Blankets
to farmers. Anyone with a car and $100
can make big money. Write today. Only
a limited amount.
A. H. LANGMANN

Union Stock Yard

"B

e

urn

Lk

one-hal-

God-mad- e

God-mad- e

one-hal-

one-hal-

Denver, Colo.

What's in a Name?
The American Indians, having ap
parently run out of such names as
Laughing Water and Sitting Bull,
have now turned to the field of popular songs for inspiration, and we rend
of a redskin in Calgary named Darda- net In. If this sort of thing goes on
we shall expect to hear of Big Chief
or Medicine
Man
Life.
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Cutlcura Comforts Bjby'a Skin
How to Succeed-Ahe- ad How to Get
When red, rough and Itching with hot
How to Make Good E
baths of Cutlcura Soap and touches of
Cutlcura Ointment Also make use
By JESSIE ROBERTS
now and then of that exquisitely scentniiiiiiirjiiiiiimmiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiMin
ed dusting powder, Cutlcura Talcum,
one of the Indispensable Cutlcura
II03IE VOCATIONS
Toilet Trio. Ady.
THE old days women did their
work in their own homes, and they
May Send Trees to America.
The college of agriculture and for- did pretty much all the work that was
estry at the University of Nankin in required to make a home complete.
China has undertaken to export tree Today women have gone out Into the
seeds and is trying to find a market world to earn their living, and what
in America. Many of the trees listed they use in their homes they buy. But
lire
Indigenous to America, but there Is a curious return to some of
among them are also the ximthoxylum the older types of work. Once again
plpentiini or toothache tree and the women are spinning and weaving. But
ailhanlius glnndulosa or tree of heav- now they do it for Its commercial
en.
value. They make a vocation of some
household task of their grandmothCraft is something else we cannot ers', and earn a living by it.
cure only scold about.
Specialty shops and private customers pay big sums for fine work of
this hand sort. It Is a good business
venture for a woman who really wants
to make money and who cannot go
out into the world to do so, to learn
Is backache making you miserable?
the processes of weaving, provide herDo you feel all worn out as if you
can't keep going? Likely your
self with the proper equipment and
1'ust
are to blame. A cold, strain
then get to work. She should get In
or overwork has probably weakened
touch with some selling center, and
the kidneys and caused that dull backkeep herself Informed of the best
ache and annoying kidney irregularities. Don't ignore these warnings. Use
work that is being done in her line.
Doan't Kidney Pill. Doan'i have
This she can do by joining some crafts
They should help
helped thousands.
society. A course of six weeks with
you. Aik your neighbor!
a good taacher, working every day,
Colorado Ctse
Is advised. The loom Itself-wil- l
cost
Mrs. Fred Anderfrom fifty to sixty dollars, but It Is
son, 116 W. Mareno
useless to Invest In a poor one. The
Ave., Colorado
Colo.,
workwoman Is worthly of her tools
Sprints,
"1
suffered
a:
say
and she should see that her tools are
from kidney disorfirst-ratder and could bareIn quality.
ly straighten my
Many women do their own dyeing,
back after washing because It was
getting excellent results. Many make
so p a n f u 1 and
lame.
I thought
the top of my head
was coming oft
with headaches. A

Hi

1

m
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GOOD THINGS.

e

1

neighbor told me to
try Doan's Kidney Pills. Aa nothing
else helped me I bought a box and
they cured me.
Cat Doaa's at Any Store, 60e a Boa

FOSTER-MILBUR-

"JiTiV

CO., BUFFALO. N.

Y.

126 MAMMOTH JACKS

t have a bargain for yon, eome quick,
W. 1m DbOLOW'8 JACK FABOt
Otdu Kapldi, Iowa

8e PER GALLON.
Send 1 for
trial order. Money back If not aatlsfactorr.
COLE & COTTKKLL, Box (71, Pueblo, Colo.
UAHOLINE

Children's
Coughs
condition!
and awn

atrioaa
may be cheeked
of the throat oftaa will la avoided ar
promptly (Mag the child a doaa of a

PIS

Last Night's Dreams
-- What They Mean
DID

YOU

DREAM

OF DOGS?

DREAM of dogs Is, as
TOaccounted
a lucky omen.

a rule,

If the
dog Is vicious and attempts to bite
you, and you succeed In keeping hlm
off or driving him off, It means that
you will get the better of your enemies If you have any. Even If the
dog bites you It Is not so bad, for It
Indicates only temporary annoyance.
If the dog barks at yon, or you see
two dogs fighting, you are In for m
quarrel wltb some one, or some people

E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound Saved Her
Star, N. C "My monthly spells

gave me so much troul lc, sometimes
they would last two
weeks. I was
treated by two doctors without relief
and they both said
I would have to have
an operation. I had
my trouble four years
and was unfit to do
anything, and had
given up all hope of
ever getting any
better. I read about
your medicine in tho
'Primitive Baptist' paper and decided to
try it 1 have used Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound and Lydia E.
Pinkham's Liver Pills for about seven
months and now I am able to do my
work. I shall never forget your medicine and you may publish this if you
want to as it is true." Mrs. J. F.

Hursey, Star, N. C
Here is another woman who adds her
testimony to the many whose let ters we

have already published, proving that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound often restores health to sulTerino;
women even after they have gone so far
that an operation is deemed advisable.
Therefore it will surely pay any woman
whe suffers from ailments peculiar to
her sex to trive this good old fashioned
remedy a fair trial.

Quickly
Relieves
Constipation

Don't let constipation poison your blood
ana curtail your energy,
aav
If yourliver and bowels
uuu i wuia properI y

fCERS
ITTLE

take

CARTER'S
Little Liver
fills today'

I

IVER

PILLS

and your
trouble will
be

relieved.
For dizziness, lack
appetite, headache and blotchy skin
try them. Purely vegetable.
Small Pill Small Dose Small Price

No More Misery

After Eating

Just

Takoa An Eatonio

"The first dose of Eutonlc did me
wonders. I tnke It at meals and am

no louger bothered with Indigestion,"
writes Mrs. Ellen Harris.
Thousands of people, like this dear
lady, gratefully testify about Katoule,
which does Its wouders by taking up
and carrying out the excess acidity nnd
gases which bring on Indigestion,
heartburn, bloating, belching nnd food
repenting. Acid stomach also causes
about seventy other
Protect yourself. A big box
of Katonlc costs but a trifle with yonr
druggist's guarantee.
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Back Giving Out?

A

Cakes and cookies at this season
an addition to any menu.
The few that follow, are
all good ;
Orange Chocolate Cake.
Cut up
of a
pound of bitter chocolate; when softened, add
f
cupful of sugar
and one and one half cupfuls of milk; heat to the
boiling point, stirring
constantly; bull five min
utes. Cool and add two
teaspoonfuls of vanilla. In the meantime cream one half cupful of shortening with one cupful of sugar, then
add two eggs beaten well. Add three
tablespoonfuls of hot wnter, then add
s
two cupfuls of flour sifted wllh
of a teaspoonful of salt and
one teaspoonful of soda, alternately,
with the chocolate mixture, stirring
thoroughly. Itake In two layers In a
moderate oven for 80 minutes, decreasing the heat as necessary. But
together with orange Icing, or a cooked
orange cream filling.
Pomona Pudding. Mix four
of flour with
cupful Of sugar and
of a teaspoonful of salt, until thoroughly
blended. Stir this mixture Into one- half cupful of warm sweet cider and
keep stirring until thick and smooth.
Add the Juice nnd pulp of three oranges. Pour into a dish, make a meringue of the whites of three eggs,
beaten with six tahlespoonfuls of powdered sugar; beat this into two cuprice and arrange
fuls of
In a border around the orange mixture In the dish. Bake or steam un
til the meringue Is set, and decorate
with glaced orango sections or any
candled fruit.
Orange Pudding. Take three cupof
fuls of boiling water,
a cupful of sugar or honey, one
of butter, the Juice of two
Pour the water,
oranges.
large
sugar, fat and Juice Into a saucepan
f
ind boll ten minutes. Take
tacupful of honey, one nnd
blespoonfuls of butter, one lialf cupful
of milk, two teaspoonfuls of baking
powder, one and
cupfuls of
flour and
teaspoonful of mace,
cream the honey and butter together,
add milk, flour sifted with the other
ingredients, beat well and drop by
spoonfuls Into the hot orange sauce.
Bake 25 minutes and serve hot with a
few sire t Ions of orange as a garnish,

are always
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Hope Nearly Gone, but Lydia

I

their
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own.
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or copy certain
ones from old sources. The
marketing Is part of the work. If you
belong to a crafts society you can
usually sell through It. Or you may
hold private exhibitions In your studio
or house, or use the various exchanges
thnt have been established, or get Into touch with commercial dealers who
handle such things.
With patience, and by avoiding putting too high a price on your work
until you are well established, you will
build up a paying art.
own designs,

s

Help Yourself.
The Australian sense of humor Is
well developed in private life, but In
official circles it Is often shut out by
red tape barriers. For Instance, It was
most unfortunate that the federal government, which has caused a storm by
raising
legislators'
salary without
reference to taxpayers, should have
Indorsed the following huge poster on
behalf of the second peace loan : "Help
the Digger Help Your Country Help
Yourself." When the humor of this
announcement
was
by
recognised
(Copyright.)
press and public, it lost Its popularity
with the government, which had no
wish to be reminded that It htd alare Jealous of you very likely both.
ready set a good example In the art
At any rate If the dog snarls and of helping oneself.
barks at you pay closer attention to
your business. If you see a dog sleeping, be assured that everything will
MILITANT-MARY- come out nil right for you In the end.
If you see a female dog with her pupWbenl-jet-girlpies the orneles are united In saying
with' beaux-I'that it signifies that something over
which you are now worried, or disapapt to bow-my
pointed, or angry, nnd which you re
gard as unfortunate will, In the long
GROAN,
run, turn out greatly to your advanUbleavi.
trill:
If
tage.
you dream that you are playing with a dog it Is supposed to signify
"there
that you are too free with your money
don't spend so much on mere trivialities and pleasures. To see a dog In a
IT'
dream under any circumstances means
.
that you have faithful friends who
I
ALONE
will stand by you.
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Walter Flald

Co-JSt-

You Save From
$15 to $25 on every
Saddle and Harness
Dlrsct from our worlnhop.
Sand for our Iras catalog.

Tha Fred Muallor Saddle
and Harneaa Co.
1411

Is 1411 Laruasr St.. Dsstsr, Cab.

Skin Tortured Babies Sleep

Mothers Rest

After Cuticura
Soap 25c, Ointawnt 25 ant SOc.Talcaa

2Sc.

Anyone Having Horses
or Mules to Sell
or If you nped a horse or mule, or car
load, should attend our Opening Sale,
Block Show Week.

DENVER HORSE A MULE CO.
Union Block Yards
Denver, Colo.

FRECKLES
W.

N. U.,

feiEs

DENVER, NO.
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The Greek offensive In Asia Minor
resulted In Important successes for
the Greek forces, according to the
Greek communique received by the
Greek legation in London.
Development of oil lands In Argen
tine to tiie point where that country
will be In a position to produce 40 per
cent of the oil used there Is planned
by the ministry of that country.
Iteporls that soviet Ilussla Is prepar
ing for war against the Itusslau border states, including Itiiiiuiuia, were
declared false, by Adolpii .Toffe, presl- nt of the Itussla pence delegation at
Itiga.
disem
Mrs. Terence MncSwInoy
barked In London from the steamship
Pan Handle Slate, which arrived from
New York. Only two or (liree friends
greeted her. She will remain In
n. few
days and then proceed to
Ireland.
Miners In the Itiihr district of Ger
many have decided to deprive Itavaria
of coal as a step toward forcing P.a- viipIii to disarm the civil guards, the
llsbandineiit of which has been de
manded by the ollles, says a Ilerlln
dispatch.
A presidential decree suspending the
concession that had been granted the
Western Union Telegraph and Cable
Company to lnnd Its Barbadoes cable
on the shores of Cuba bus been signed
and Is In the bands of the government
Kng-lun- d

(Wnttrt Smpiit I'nluc

Nrwi

S

rlw

)

WESTERN
Policeman John I.nyton wns shot anil
seriously wounded during u revoher
duel with automobile bandits whom he
Mirprlsed rolililng a soft drink establishment In liutte, Mont. Tho rubbers
escaped with their loot.
Settlement of a California oil land
leaning union which will mean the
payment of $220,000 In roynltlos to tho
government by the Miocene Oil "Com
pany, lias been announced In the Unit
ed States Circuit Court at Sun Fran

secretary.
Iteports reaching Argentina from Bolivia, meager because of tlu? rigid cen- -

claco.

The towns of Covlna, Glentlora nnd
Azusa in the Hon Giibrlolo valley,
'JO to 2! miles cunt of Los Angeles,
were rocked by what wns declared by
inhabitants to be a series of explosions
Each shock was accompanied by a loud
report.
An unidentified burglar wns shot to
death in the residence of William
Crutch field In Omaha by a squad of
police armed with riot guns nnd pistols. The officers hud been tipped off
to the prospective robbery anil replied
to the burglar's fire when lie discovered them.
Frank Dolbrldge, a convict In the
Nebraska state penitentiary, sentenced
from Omaha on conviction of house- breaking, hanged himself in Ills cell,
making e noose of Ills suspenders, lie
lind recently been pnroled, but was returned to the prison for alleged Infraction of parole rules.
Deputy District Attorneys Stafford
and Turney of Los Angeles liuvo been
In Ban Francisco to question two new
witnesses who are to be brought to
1m Angeles to testify for the prosecution In the trial of Mrs. Louise I'eetc,
charged with the murder of Jacob C.
Denton, wealthy mining broker.
The "China Eggs" law, requiring hotels, restaurants unil other places that
use foreign eggs in the preparation of
food, or that serve foreign eggs, to advise the public of that fact by n "plainly readable sign," bus been upheld as
in n decision banded
constitutional
down by the State Supreme Court of
Washington.
John It. Mlllidllanil, Investment broker, of the firm of Mllliollntid & llmigli
of Spokane, accused by .lay It. Hough,
In an alleged confession to the police,
of having participated with him in embezzling $:ir0,000 In bonds nnd money
from .lames F, Callahan, millionaire
Wallace, Idaho, mining mini, was
found ileud at his liotne in Spokane,
Wash.

sorshlp which has been put Into effect, Indicate that the republic Is verging on a state of anarchy owing to
failure of the revolutionary party to
establish a stable government.
Berlin again Is threatened with
strikes of electrical street car and
and similar crafts
subway worker
men liecnuse tlie municipal
government bus refused to reinstate and set
free thirty-threCommunist leaders
who have been active among Ilerlln
workers.
Anutole France, the author, has announced his adhesion to the commun
ist section of the French Socialist par
ty. This action on his part was not
unexpected, oh he begun last October
to write articles favoring sovletlsm,
saying that the advancement of soviet
principles was one of the principal un
dertakings of his life.
The Tiibunn declares that the
amount of money stolen from the
treasury of the regency of Quarnero In
Flume recently was 7,HK),0H) lire.
This sum represented more than half
of the money handed over to the Flume
authorities by tho commander of the
steamer Oogne for the release of that
vessel, w hich was seized by Flume of
ficers lust fall
e

GENERAL

WASHINGTON
Deportation of Donal O'Cnllnghnn,
lord mayor of Cork, who arrived at
Newport News us a stowaway and
without a passport, has ueen requested of tho IVpnrtment of Labor Tuesday by Acting Secretary Davis of the
State Department.
A law requiring lobbyists In Washington to register, telling who they are
nnd who they represent, wns advocated by Senator Kenyan, Republican,
of Iowa. "Washington Is crowded with
lobbyist b," he declared. "The oil, lumber and other big Interests lire lobbying."
Publicity of offlclnl coal cost data to
be collected through the Federal Trade
Commission as a means of keeping
clown charges to the consumer will be
proposed by the Senate reconstruction
committee following Its Investigation
Into the coal situation, It was said by
Chairman Calder,
Investlgotlon by the Department of
Justice of lumber Interests with spe
cial reference to the yellow pine In
dustry of the South nnd a decision of
the department to Intensify Its Inquiry Into the building imiteiiuls sltii'
Htlon, have been announced in Wash
ington to determine if there have been
t
violations of the Slrernian
law. Both investigations are being
conducted separately.
Special wireless telephone apparatus
vi'.l transmit President-elec- t
Harding's
Inaugural address to every army post,
every battleship and halls In various
cities where "liuuigural parties" will be
held, E. B. McLean, chairman of the
Inaugural committee, has announced.
A committee on Inaugural radio news
bus obtained the
of the
army nnd navy radio iters Ices to carry
out the pluns.
Maj. (Jen. Peyton C. March, chief of
staff of the army, will act as chief of
staff for General Pershing, grand mar-huof the Inaugural parade, In Washington March 4. At General Pershing's
Invitation nlso, Maj. Gen. Peter C.
Harris, adjutant general of the army,
will serve as adjutuut general of the
fraud marshal.
A reduction
of $10,824,000 In gold
output of the country, and of 117,011
ounces In the sliver output during the
lust year as compared with 1010 has
been announced tiv the bureau of the
anti-trus-

l

UlJllt.

More motorists were killed In Delaware Inst year In proportion to the
number of automobiles registered than
In any other stntc.
Films depicting criminal acts have
been bnrred from display nt Newark,
N. J., W. J. Brcniuin, director of motion pictures, has announced. Such
acts, he said, have a bud effect on the
criminally inclined.
Wages of nil employes of the Detroit
Culled Hallway Company, other than
platform men, have been reduced approximately 20 per cent. Motorinen
and conductors are to decide this week
whether to accept a similar reduction.
More than 130,000 quarts of wine,
whisky nnd beer were poured Into sewers at Wnukogon, 111., by a posse of
federal prohibition agents. The liquor
represented tho "catch" obtained by
federal officers in recent raids on Illicit liquor stores In Luke county.
Four senplani's, niunned by officer!
of the United States navy and flying
from Sun Diego, Calif., to Panama,
have arrived at La Union, San Salvador, An American warship, which arrived there from La Llbeiiad, supplied
the planes with provisions and gasoline.

The three American naval bulloon-Ist- s
stranded near Hudson bay when
their big bag descended after a flight
e,
from ltockaway, N. V., reached
Out., safely after mushing down
from Moose Factory.
A book, 700 years old,
valued at
$100,000, has been placed In the University of Pennsylvania, for translation
by Dr. William It. Newbold. It is said
to have been written by the English
monk, Koger Bucon, sometime between
12 HI and 12112, and is an exposition of
the laws governing life. The volume,
which Is written upon vellum, Is the
property of Dr. Winifred M. de
an exile of Poland.
The board of directors of the
Knights of Columbus, nt a meeting In
New York, recommended that the undistributed balance of approximately
$5,000,000 of the united war fund be
over to Herbert Hoover's
turned
European relief council for the feeding of starving children In Europe.
The board voted that the knight's title
to their portion of this balance, about
$.r00,000, be transferred to the relief
council, provided the other organizations shoring In tho fund took similar
action.
For
stealing n locomotive six
mouths In Jail. That was the sentence
given by Federal Judge I.andls to Daniel Abogast and Thomas McDermott of
the Chicago Yardmen's
Union, who
turned nil engine loose in the railway
yards lust August during the "outlaw-strikeof switchmen nt Chicago,
With his resignation ns senator effective Jan. 15 on the desk of Hurry
L. Davis, the Incoming governor of
Harding is lookOhio, President-elec- t
ing forward to six weeks as a prlvute
citizen before taking up the responsibilities of the presidency.
Mut-ttc-

Voy-nlo-

NEW REVOLT

Southwest News

ON IN MEXICO

From All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona
(Western Newipaptf Union

News

T. Gilbert Pearson (portrait herewith) is the ne president of the National Association of Audubon sociHe was elected at the sixeties.
teenth annual meeting. Mr. Pearson

Service.)

The Albuquerque Automobile Deal
ers Association has set the date lor
the 11)21 auto show for Feb. 17, IS anil
19. C. M. Barber will have charge of
the show, which will be the most elaborate ever held in Unit city.
J. A. Matthews, u farmer living In
the vicinity of Itsnchvule, S. M., wns
seriously Injured when the team he
was driving run away, throwing him
miller I lie wugou, breaking one leg und
injuring him internally.
The contract for the new road between Silver City and Santu itita, N.
!., has been let to Dan La roe of
Tex., the cost to be $214,090,
which is far below the estimute of the
highway engineers.
The Wagon Mound Farmers' Exchange has Just shipped n car of the
new turkey red wheat which is now
being grown in that vicinity, This Is
the first shipment made of that variety.
The New Mexico Highway Commission has let the contract for eighteen
miles of road between Willurd and
Mounlaiiiair, the cost to he slightly
over $1,100 per mile. Work will be

slarted at

Pearson and Bird Protection

BATTLE 18 REPORTED BETWEEN
REBEL AND GOVERNMENT
FORCES.

MURGUIA TAKES

once.

Assessed valuation of property in
Alizonu has Increased more than !MH)
per cent In nine years, reaching a total
for 1920 of $880,000,000, according to
tie biennial report of the State Tax
Commission, submitted to lie governor.
The foresters of New Mexico and
Arizona fought 42(1 fires during the
season Just passed, according to a report by District Forester Pooler of AOut of this number only
lbuquerque.
one caused damage of more than
which Is a splendid record.
The next annual convention of Hie
Y, M. C. A. of Arizona, New Mexico
and West Texas will be held at Douglas, Ariz., Jan. 14, 15 and 16. The event
will open with a banquet when Carl C.
McUee of the Morning .loiirmil of Albuquerque will be the principal speaker.
Constable W. A. O'Neill of (Ilia
Bend, Ariz., was overpowered, handcuffed, abducted to n deep arroyo In
the desert and threatened with death
by three men whom he sought to arrest as suspects In connection with the
burglarizing of a store at Yuma, Ariz.
Albuquerque dairymen have subscribed over $15,000 for the erection of
a big milk plant In that city, and an
effort will be made to increase tills
amount to $20,000 after the first of the
year. A big ineellng will be-- held
shortly to perfect the organization.
lians of the new hotel company
which was organized at Albuquerque it
short time ago are nearly completed
ami the sale of stock will begin in the
next two or three weeks. Louis llfeld
has been appointed statutory agent for
the company and the plans for the new
building will be drawn as soon as the
stock Is disposed of. The company is
capitalized at $500,000 and it is hoped
that all the money may lie raised so
that actual work on the new hostelry
can be started early In the spring.
The report that Miss Clara Olsen
would bo Governor Mechem's private
secretary wns given confirmation on
New Year's day when the secretary to
nine former governors returned to her
desk in the executive office. Governor
Mecbem is the tenth governor of
who has appointed her, adding
further laurels to her record, which
heretofore has been unequalled In any
other state In the Union. Miss Olsen,
In returning to the office, began her
twentieth year as secretary In the ex
ecutive office.
The Hallways Ice Company of
N. M., has made plans for n big
building campaign for the coming year
and the work will be started as sooti as
the material can he secured and placed
on Ihe grounds. The present storage
capacity of the big plant will be in
creased to 120,000 tons or twice t lie ca
pacity now.
In the shortest
Inaugural address
ever delivered by a governor of New
Mexico, Merrltt 0. Mechem told the
people that the most Important work
before the new state administration is
the practice of rigid economy in all departments of government and that the
essential step to this end Is a drastic
limitation of taxes permitted hy law to
be levied.
The Arizona State Hoard of Pardons
and Paroles will meet Jan. 111, the day
before the date set for the hanging of
Pedro lonilnguez,
convicted on a
charge of murder and in whose behalf
the Mexican embassy at Washington
has appealed to Governor Campbell for
n commutation of sentence. Governor
Campbell replied to the embassy that
It was the board's prerogative to act on
such mutters, under n provision of Ar!
zona hiw.
It has been agreed tentatively that
Frank It. Stewart of Phoenix shall take
the certificate of Arizona's three electoral votes to Washington, according
to James B. Boyle of Douglas, one of
tho three presidential electors. The
electors, Stewart, Boyle fmd Joseph W.
Smith, will meet at the siale capital
when they will cast their votes for
Warren G. Harding.
The Sunshine Oil Company of Roswell, N. M., has spudded In a well
southeast of Itoswcll near the site of
the Kansas New Mexico well and
Ing has ul ready been startcMi
I
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COMMANDED
WHO
GENERAL
BORDER UNDER CARRANZA
OPPOSES OBREGON.
(Wwtern Newspaper Union

Nes Senict. )

Jan.

14. Genet al
Francisco Murguin, commander of the
northern zone of Mexico under the
Currunza regime, has taken the field
of
In opposition to the government
President Obregon.
Official dispatches to Consul General Montes de Oca In El Pnso received
tell of a battle between the Murgula
forces and those of the government in
the state of San Luis Potosl. The rebel general fled, pursued
by federal
troops, after eight of his men had been
killed and a number wounded.
Murgula, who had been in prison in
Mexico City since the death of
last May, was recently released
on bail. Shortly after his release he
disappeared and was believed to hnve
fled the country.
According to news received at the
consulate here, Carranzlsta agents
have been spreading revolutionary
propaganda In many of the garrisons
In the interior of Mexico. , Thus far
the only result reported has been au
revolt In the garrison at
Incipient
Pueblu, followed by the arrest of three
generals and three colonels who are to
be

El

I'aso, Texas.

Car-runz- a

court-martiale-

Mexico City. The village of Tulan- cingo, In Ihe state of Hidalgo, was the
scene of a demonstration by 200 sol
tilers, led by Captain Teruel, chief of
the garrison. The soldiers committed
depredations in the town and then fled
northward.
Federal forces from Pachuca, twen
miles west of Tulanclngo, were
rushed to the scene.
To Kill Bison in Salt Lake.
Salt, Lake City, Utah. Two hundred
buffalo which now run
and thirty-fivwild on Antelope Island, otherwise
known as Buffalo island, in the Great
Salt lake, will be exterminated by
hunters from Los Angeles and else
where, who will pay $200 a bead for
every bison they kill, according to J,
W. Thornley, president of the com
pany which owns the Island. The reason assigned by Mr. Thornley for the
granting of penults to kill Is that the
company desires to put cattle to graze
on the Island.
He asserts thai the
bison are ferocious and that some of
the hunters are likely to have Miff

is probably the best known ornithologist in the United States. He was
He reborn in 1S73 at Tuscola,-111- .
ceived a special education and became
identified with the Audubou societies
in 1903. He has been the secretary
and executive olllcer of the National
Association of Audubon societies since
1910. He is the author of several
standard bird books. He was ihe
editor In chief of "Birds of America,"
three volumes (1917). He has been a
frequent contributor to scientific and
popular magazines.
It was In 1910 that the late William Dulcher, who died July 1 last,
was stricken with paralysis. He was
the leading pioneer in the cause of
American bird protection, and was re
sponsible for the establishment of the association and Its early welfare and
growth. During his ten years of Illness be remained president, with Mr.
Pearson the driving power. Of President Dulcher, it Is said : "The remembrance of his name and his work will never fade as long ns men take note
of the feathered guardians of the fields, or lift their heads to listen to the
wild sweet 'music In the trees.' "
Other officers were elected as follows: Dr. T. S. Palmer, first vice president; F. A. Lucas, second vice president; William P. Wharton, secretary;
Dr. Jonathan Wright, treasurer.

Lolita Armour to Be a Bride
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ogden Armour of
Chicago, have made formal announcement of the engagement of their only
daughter, Lolita Armour, to John J.
Mitchell, Jr., son of the chairman of
the board of directors of three of
Chicago's largest banks. Miss Armour is the heiress to a fortune which
Is conservatively estimated at $60,000,-000- .
Toung Mitchell will share In a

fortune estimated at $10,000,000.
From her birth, in 1897, Miss Armour was the victim of a congenital

dislocation of both hip Joints. When
s
she wns six years old, Dr. Adolf
of Vienna, Inventor of a system
of "bloodless surgery," was brought
to Chicago and operated upon Miss
Armour. Sir months later the cast
was removed, and the operation was
pronounced a success.
In 1908 Miss Armour made a visit
to Doctor Lor en z in Vienna and received additional treatment.
Since
then there has been no noticeable effect of her childhood misfortune.
Young Mitchell was a sophomore at Ynle when the war began. He enlisted In the naval aviation service, was commissioned as an ensign, and
sent to Key West, Fla. While there he was In an accident which nearly cost
him his life. Young Mitchell's airplane collided with one operated by Student
Aviator Thomas W. Eaton of Wilmington, Del., when both were about 100
feet In the air, as Eaton wns splrallng downward when he struck Mitchell,
who was flying straight lloth machines crashed to the ground and Eaton
was picked up dead. Young Mitchell's Injuries were severe.
Lor-en-

Cable Situation Complicated

buttles.
Race War in Georgia.

The cable situation seems to be
complicated beyond the comprehension
of the ordlnnry American.
The big
powers appenr to be hopelessly deadlocked in the disposition of the German cables. It is charged that France
and a serious Industrial and agricuis trying to deprive the United States
ltural situation in that part of the
of any shares In them. Japan, It Is
state lias resulted, according to restated, is trying to euchre the United
ports to Governor Dorsey by citizens
States out of cable facilities In the
of Hall county. No violence bus been
Pacific. The Western Union Is at logreported. The trouble In Hall county
gerheads with the United States destarted early last year when ncgrc
partment over the Brazil Baibados-Miaml
lodge halls were burned, and last full
cable, which was to have been
landed at Miami, Fla. And the senwarnings that "No negroes will be permittee! to remain north of the Chattaate Interstate commerce committee Is
hoochee river in Hall county'' were
trying to get light on the situation.
Anyway, Newcomb Carlton (porposted.
trait herewith) is president of the
American Shot by Japanese Sentry.
Western Union, and he told the senate committee that all American caLieut W. H. Limgdoii
Washington.
ble messages leaving Great Britain
of the American cruiser Albany was
were being held up for examination
shot by a Japanese sentry at Vladivoby British naval Intelligence officers.
stok when he failed to understand or
The testimony of Mr. Carlton, Norman Davis, undersecretary of state,
heed u command to halt, said an official version of the incident received and Walter S. Rogers, American delegate to the cable communications conhere by the Japanese embassy from its ference, all showed that the United States was almost entirely dependent
Lieutenant Langdon, the upon British, French and Japanese cables for Its cable communication with
government.
message said, bad drawn a revolver other countries.
after the sentry hud pulled back a
hood that covered his face in an effort to determine whether he was n
Itusslau or an American, but did not
fire until after the sentry had shot
him nfter the officer had turned to
Mrs. Ellen O'Grady, deputy powalk uway.
lice commissioner of New York city,
has resigned, asserting she had been
United States Is Bachelors' Eden.
hampered In her work and could not
The world's largest remain In her place and retain her
Washington.
Her action followed atsingle collection of bachelors now Is
included within the population of con- tacks on the efficiency of the departtinental United States, a forthcoming ment made by several newspapers.
officio! analysis Census ltureuu re- Mrs. O'Grady, who declared she had a
ports is expected to show. The analy- thousand and one things to tell about
sis limy reveal nearly 10,000,000 bache- the police department later on, said In
lors, estimates Indicated, counting nil her statement:
"I have been told thnt my work
unnmrried mules over 20 years of age.
Western slates and cities harbor most Is too strenuous' looking after the
morals of girls in moving picture
of the bachelors.
houses and told to 'go slow.' When
Butter and Eggs Seized.
my detectives went to enforce the law
In a number of moving picture houses,
Green
Food
Iluy, Wis. Deputy
Commissioner Charles J. Kramer re- the managers showed them receipts
that they' had contributed to
ported the arrest of the owners of the stating
Fairmont creamery of Green Hay, one the police hospital fund, and they had
of tlie largest in the state, and alleged been promised that no police action
would be taken against them."
to be Indirectly managed from headMrs. O'Grady charged that no at
In
Oregon, and the seizure of tention had
quarters
been paid to complaints lodged with the bureau of
l.'.OcKi pounds (if butter and 010 cans
missing persons and thnt she had been unable to assign women for this work because
nf litild eggs. It was alleged the butbeen
her
had
taken
from
the
for
police hospital drive.
ter und eggs were held In cold storage they
Mrs. O'Grady, whose resignation too effect Immediately, was
In violation of stale laws, with no
appointed
In 1918 by Commissioner Enrlght.
At that time he issued a statement say-Imarks to show on what date tlie artithnt her time "will be particularly devoted to the investigation of tho
cles were plac ed In storage.
wtJta slave traffic.''

Atlanta, Ga. Threats against negroes in Hall county, where racial disturbances occurred several times, have
resulted In hundreds of them seeking
refuge In Gainesville, the county seat,

.Policewoman's Lot Not Happy

t.

nj
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MAKESTHE HOUSEWORK EASY

cleaning up In the kitchen and gives
the housewife chance to continue bet
work undisturbed.
There are four bedrooms and bathroom on the second floor. The two
front rooms are 13 by 13 feet 6 inches;
the others are 13 by 12 feet 6 inches
and 13 feet 6 inches by 12 feet 6
Inches. Running water for the bathroom and kitchen is provided by a
water supply system and electric light
1r furnished by an electric lighting
plnnt.
While giving nn Impression of bigness this home Is only 32 by 34 feet.
A roof dormer in the front of the
house provides light for the
can be converted Into extra
A few
sleeping rooms if needed.
slabs of wnllhnnrd and a few hours'
work will give extra living room space
at small cost.
The house is frame construction
with a foundation of concrete. Many
fauns now boast of homes as attractive or even more so tliun this one.
attU-whic-

Square Type of Building Means
in

Cost

and

Eccn-om- y

Construction-Br- oad

Open Front Porch
Is Very Inviting.
By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
five advice FREE OP
SU10'" and"ubJc
?i3T .C", J11.,
Pertalnlnir to the
bulldlnn. for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
aa Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
Is, without doubt, the highest
authority
?n 5JLt,heM ulJect. Addreas all inquiries
to William A. Radford. No. 1S?7 Prairie
avenue, Chicago. 111., and only enclose
two-cestamp for reply.

JOKE
Precise

ONJOTHER
Old Lady Convicted
Using

Dictionary Brought Forward to Prove
That Term With Which She Fright-eneYoungsters Was Taboo.
d

My mother detested slung, says a
writer in Scrlbner's. The use of slang
expressions was to her something very
closely akin to making up a bed w ithout properly airing It or going to a
party without a clean handkerchief.
When my sister or I used some of
the slung of our day, she used to say
plaintively that she couldn't think
where we got hold of such expressions.
Ik
Had anyone said to me then that my
mother used slang I should have been
Incredulous and very likely indignant.
While I considered my own right to a
v1
0,21 "n?
5
iamnii
latitude of lungtiuge inalienable to my
iiMll
W
.'"
St
youth, I felt, if only subconsciously,
,
MOT
in
TMHm
that mothers (and especially mine,
who was of the good
variety of genuine mothers) were dif1
Interior of the petisinii building where the. Inaugural null
lie held. 2 Barricades thrown
ferent.
One would no more expect
irl:ihy
across
Castle street, Dublin, by British forces. 3 White House tennis
court being made ready for the use
them to use slang than one would exof President-elec- t
Harding, who Is an anient tennis player.
pect them to wear short skirts, or
dance, or ride a bicycle, or want the
I am
iargest helping of ice cream.
the veto, by overwhelming majorities W. Q. Lee of the railroad trainmen.
sure If I had heard my mother say
in both cases.
Mr. Wilson said the There Is a chance that Mr. Harding
"rubberneck"
or "for the love of
corporation was a
agency, may select Hoover for this place, and
Mike," the sound of such words on
not desirable or needed In peace Charles M. Schwab also hns been
her lips would have horrified me even
times; nnd that its revival "would mentioned. Hoover, It Is snld, might
more than they horrified her when she
exert no beneficial Influence on the he acceptable to Samuel (iompers, hut
heard them on mine.
situation, but would raise false holies the miming of the steel innn probIt was only recently that the great
among the very people who would ably would arouse the wruth of the
revelation came to me. Harking back
expect most, and would be hurtful to hiborltes.
Wilson
Sends
President
General
to my childhood, I had used one of my
the natural and orderly processes of
mother's favorite words, "rambuncCrowder to Cuba to Help
business nnd finance." The message
Speaking of fionipers, It mny ho
tious," and was promptly asked what
showed thnt our exports of domestic well to call attention
to the labor
It
of
Out
Trouble.
it meant by a person who bad not
Increased
since
products have
greatly
chief's Intemperate nttnek on the Su
had the ndvantage of being brought
me armistice, and thnt it is ma n v
preme court of the United Stales.
up In New England.
Surprised at
Europe's Inabllllv to make nuvuient That august trlhtmnl lust week hand
her Ignorance, I explained at once that
hat prevents still larger exports. Mr. ed down a decision to the effect thnt
INTERVENTION NOT UNLIKELY
It was my mother's word for well, for
Wilson's views were admittedly those labor unions or
their members are
what? I hnd to put my reluctant brain
if Secretary
of the Treasury Hous accountable
to the anti trust laws
to work before I could find words
a
ton, nnd rood tnativ economists ult
where they depart from their normal
that gave even a faint flavor of what Congress Revives War Finance Cor1th them: but. nuite regardless of nnd
legitimate objects nnd engagn
Veto
Senate
Despite
poration,
mother meant when she said : "Now,
party lines, most of the members of In an nctual combination or conspiracy
Committee Debating Disarmayou children, you're getting altogether
congress evidently think otherwise.
In restraint .of
trade; In brief, this
ment Plans Gompers Astoo rambunctious,"
Not satisfied with
Ilefore the revived cornoratlon can Is a decision
the legitimacy
against
I
own
Mr.
Court
sails
definition, finally sought
my
make many loans for financing ex- of the
Supreme
Mr.
"secondary
boycott."
Webster's nld. Rambunctious was not
for Labor De- norts, It will be necessary for the Gompers
a statement
Issued
promptly
In the 'abridged' on my desk. When I
I'resldcnt to fill at least one of the In which ho characterized
cision.
the dehad turned, grumbling at the words'
two vacancies on the board of dlrec- - cision as a "blow
at the movement for
to
of
out
select
leave
as
the
ors,
they
abridged
Secretary Houston,
human freedom and progress'' and as
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
to the unwieldy colossus In the
hulrmau, Is too busy to give much serted that the court ha.l "Joined
Is
house.
If she
Cuba must clean
hall, I could scarcely believe my knowltime to the investigation of the ade forces with the
shop move
edge of the sequence of the alphabet. unwilling or tumble to stabilize her quacy of securities.
In any case, ac ment."
and political conditions, cording to olnciuls of the corporation,
But a careful resurvey failed to find financial
me tripping.
Itamhunctlous was not Uncle Sam may find It necessury to It will he about two months before
The Tlrlllsh government Is showing
there. The dictionary passed blithely do it for her. That Is the warning the first loans can be authorized.
much greater Interest In the estabon from rambler to ramenl (the same the Island republic received last week
as ramal, If you must know).
from the administration In WashingThe sennte foreign relations com lishing of trade relations with Russia
As I lnld the dictionary down a new ton,
mittee is trying to determine the best nnd In the renewed menaceIn of spreadFrance's
In
The
burst
serious
condition
affairs
me.
of
Rambunctious
light
upon
method of starting disarmament of ing Bolshevism tbnn
was not a word in good standing. Cuba has been a matter of common the grent powers, having before it alarm over the failure of (Jermnny
What was It, then, but the slang of knowledge for some time, but our gov- two leading plans. Thnt of Senator to disband nnd dlsnrin the civil mili
an older generation
ernment's Inteution was made known Uorah, as Is well known, is to invite tia of Havnrln nnd Fast Prussia.
My mother hnd
Is not Inclined to become
used slnng.
only when it was announced that Grent ISrltnln and Japan to negotiate Itnly, too,
President Wilson had sent Judge Ad- with (lie United States nn agreement excited over the hitler mutter, and
vocate General Enoch H. Crowder to to reduce their nuval building pro consequently France lias not yet actDeath to Rats.
ed on her threat to occupy more Gerto confer with President
A study of barium carbonate as a navana
grams f() per cent a year for a term man
territory. The Hnvarlnns do not
on
Menocal.
wont
General
Crowder
of
The
has
rat poison, made hy the United States
years.
proposition
believe the rest of the world would
the
nnd
Minnesota
with
aroused
much
In
Interest
battleship
the other
Department of Agriculture, Indicates
further seizure of German terthnt a 20 per cent mixture with food him was a BtafC of army officers. In countries mimed and Is approved hy permit
In the senate ritory, and they think Kruine will
makes a satisfactory halt. With this announcing his mission, President ninny leading men.
committee It hns been suggested that hesitate to occupy the Ruhr district
percentage a rnt ordinarily needs to Wilson said:
hernuse such a move would tend to
"The
moratorium
and
financial
s
or
eat only
France, Itnly nnd perhaps some other
of
unite the fuctlons In Germany and
In
Cuba
crisis
the
solution
he
should
continues,
a meal of average size to get a fatal
nations,
included, but Mr, arouse a
patriotic spirit, rosulllnj;,
acon
of
difficult
which
more
Hornh objects that this would com
appears
dose.
It was found thnt with this
in bloodshed. The Gorman
dose many of the ruts poisoned died count of the unsettled presidential plicate (lie plan nnd probably bring perhaps,
Is not ready to resume Ihn
of government
within 24 hours, though an occasional election. A continuation of the pres In the subject of reduction
discussion of reparations
and Iuib
rnt was found which survived an even ent situation would prove most detrl armies.
asked
that
of
the
the conreopening
mental
to
tho
Cuba
of
and
other
tho
The
commit
prosperity
plan before
larger amount, thus Indicating thnt 100
mahe
ference
Both
those
delayed.
harmfulto
the
relations between the tee Is proposed hy Senator Walsh of
per cent mortality Is not to be expectUnited States nnd Cuba.
Montana nnd supported hy senators tters will he discussed hy the allied
ed In any case.
And
"As this cannot be but n matter of who favor the League of Nations. It premiers In I'nrls on January
A summary of results of experithey will also titkn up the question of
ments conducted hy various persons the closest concern to this govern is In the form of a resolution request
ment, because of the special relations ing the President to appoint delegates the future attitude of the allies tos
with a view to determining the
to represent the United States In tho ward Greece. The Greek government
of barium to different animals existing between the two countries,
Is now showing a very conciliatory
shows the fallacy of the assumption the President hns Instructed General disarmament discussions to be con1st ready
to give the allies
thnt barium is poisonous only to rats. Crowder to confer with President ducted under the auspices of the spirit and
It Is pointed out that the fatal dose of Menocal as to the best means of rem lengue. The "lrreconcilnhles" fear full guaranties that Greece will carry
that this would Involve the United out the provisions of the treaty of
barium per pound tends to decrease edying the situation."
Sevres.
Actual Intervention, which would be States In recognition of the league,
relatively as the size of the animal Increases, and thnt a bait calculated to under the Piatt amendment, will be
Eamonn de Valera, having reached
President-elec- t
be fatal to rats may he assumed to be avoided by the administration If pos
Harding's hmuguia
more or less dangerous to small do- sible. If it Is necessary, it is not cer tlon will not be conducted with the Dublin safely by way of Manchester,
tain that military forces would be "Jeffersonlan
mestic animals also.
demanded wus preparing a manifesto in which,
simplicity"
required.
by some of our eminent statesmen. according to nn authoritative source,
Cuba's troubles are both flnnnclnl The Knox resolution providing a fund he would deny Dint the Sinn Fein Is
Phillip's Wish.
Last summer, when of $f0,000 for the expenses of the cere- making peace overtures to England.
Phillip, Jr., two and
years and political.
old, Is very fond of having his mother sugar brought such high prices In the mony was adopted by the senate, only He Is quoted as saying be would listen
Gronun, Kenyon, to proposals of the English governsing to him as she rocks him to sleep. United States, the Island went sugar Ilorah, Fletcher,
She has told him a number of IUble mad and enormous fortunes were Norris, McKellar, Phelan and La Fol ment If they were based on recogniIt may be tion of the Irish republic. The Britstories, the usual number of "Mother made. Then came the sudden cob lette voting against It.
Goose" stories, and other stories so lapse of prices, and the cane mills that the patriotic citizens who go to ish government, on the other hand,
dear to children.
He often requests closed and Cuba, generally speaking, the nntlonnl capital for the doings of lets It be known that It would he willher to sing about "Mother Hubbard," went broke. The Industrial situation March 4 will not be fleeced so thor ing to confer with De Valera, hut
only ns a private citizen, all quesof "Jack Spratt," or some other equally grew worse dally, and financial con (Highly as usual. Senator McOumber
cerns were in great distress. Many of North Dakota says he will Intro- tions of separation
excluded
being
willnnd
she
character,
So that situaingly obliges, "filling In," as she goes banks went Into Insolvency and a duce a bill to prevent the charging of from the discussion.
prices by Washington tion appears unchanged nnd only a
along, to suit the occasion. The other moratorium was established, which hns extortionate
evening she had been singing to him recently been extended another month hotel and restaurant men during In wonderful optimist could see In It
about "Santa Claus" and his various All this Is complicated hy the polit augurntlon week.
Nothing has yet any hope of early settlement.
Lord Mayor Daniel O'Callughan of
activities, and, seeing thnt Phillip was leal mlxup In the Island. President been decided about an Inaugural ball
almost asleep, stopped to rest. Sud- Menocal's term expires on May 20, but but probably one will be held, and Cork arrived In Newport News, Va.,
no one knows who Is to succeed him.
on an
probably the use of the great pension on Tuesday as a stowaway
denly he opened his eyes and said:
"Mother, sing me a song about Moses, After the recent elections numerous building will be granted for the occa American steamer, and nt once aroso
the question of his admission to the
charges of fraud were mndc and the sion hy congress.
and Mutt and Jeff."
winner has not yet been determtned.
country. A special hoard of inquiry
Americun bankers, who are vltnlly
Senator Harding resumed his con ruled thnt he should he excluded, like
New Vocation for Women.
Interested In Cuba, disapprove of the ferences with leading Americans after nny other stowaway, nnd he was theft
As Corney Grain used to say, "We all
moratorium.
Some time ago Albert the holidays, but hns not authorized relensed on parole. The friends of
come round, you come round, I come Itiitlihone was sent to
the IsJand as nny statements concerning the results "Free Ireland" rallied to his defense,
round." It was never Imagined. In his financial adviser and
he submitted to of these conversations.
committee on
Neither has nnd the
day, that the smart London clnhs the Cuban government a number of he told
any of his cabinet choices, the Irish situation Invited blui to apwould come round to having a woman
recommendations
which were ap Indeed, lie whs quoted the other day pear before It and make "some startas secretary, but the Devonshire and
proved by our Stnte department; but as saying be bad not yet offered a ling revelations" ho wus said to have
Room
Green
clubs have done so, and
Menocal nnd his cabinet cabinet place to anyone. Just now about his person.
the Savage threatens to follow suit. apparently
have tnken no action toward adopting the chief Interest concerns the possl
It Is pointed out, however that dur- them. The Cuban minister In Washhie selection of Henry C. Wallace of
There wns rejoicing throughout the
ing the war men saw how extremely
ington was surprised by the sending Des Moines for secretary of agrlcul
country when word arrived from
comfortable a woman could make a of General Crowder
und Immediately ture. He Is opposed by the Chicago Moose Factory, a Hudson's
I!ny comclub, nnd, as clubs become more and asked-ahut he did not pnekers nnd allied Interests in Chi pany post nt the lower end of Hudexplanation,
more the homes of both men and receive much
satisfaction.
cago nnd New York, nnd by certain son's bay, thnt the crew of the navy
women, a woman secretary seems to
other groups who recall Hint Mr, balloon
missing since Decemto
needed
them
the
touch
make
supply
Congress Is determined to "relieve'
Harding said during the cnmpnlgn ber 13, hnd reached that place in
complete.
Americun business and agriculture In thnt he favored giving the position to safety. The three men, their balloon
Its own wny, despite the opposition a "real dirt farmer."
driven to the Far North oy n furious-stormDog Tattooing His Specialty.
of President Wilson. As had been ex
landed In tho (lunaillan forest
Organized labor Is much exercised
One
of the oddest occupations
pected, the President vetoed the bill over the possibility thnt a union man and made their way to the post, and
brought to light by the recent census to revive the War Finance
corpora
may not he made secretary of labor, are now on the road back to civilizaIs that of dog tattooer, a man who
lion, and first the senate and then Its choice at present is either James tion, presumably none the worse for
In
specializes
tattooing dogs with 'he bouse
the measure over O'Connell of the metal workers or their perilous experience.
their owners' names.
:S?
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First Floor Plan.
the summer time this porch can be
screened In and made an excellent retreat for the family on warm evenings.
The front door leads into the living
foom, a large, comfortable room, 19
feet 6 Inches hy 13 feet, with windows on two sides. A small bedroom
adjoins the living room. In the roar
of the lower floor is the dining room,
also ample for the needs of a large
family and well lighted by windows on
two sides. It opens Into a hall by one
door and into the pantry by another.
The pnntry Joins the dining room and
kitchen.
The kitchen is designed
along modern lines which call for a
room.
small compact,
Adjoining the klichen In a small wing
is the washroom, an essential part of
the farm home. It eliminates the work
Mailed by farm help washing and

out. The natural result Is that work
turned out under poor light is poorer
in quality and less in quantity while
the general lowering of the worker's
efficiency makes him less alert and,
hence, more liuhle to injury.
It has taken the employer longer to
appreciate this condition than the
workman, whose complaints have often gone unheeded. It is a hopeful
sign of the new era of Industry that
the movements on foot to better Industrial life contemplate among the first
steps forward the Installation of illuminations which will cut down the
terrible waste of human energy du
to accident and at the snrne time
the efficiency of the Individual
and increase the nation's output.

pro-mot- e

The Test.
"Yes, I like my new place very
well," said one cook to another. "Only
Mrs. Brown, she ain't a lady."
"Ain't that too bad! How do you
know?"
"Well, she thinks there still is war,
the way she wears her old clothes.
And then she sells them."
"Well, that is too bad. My Mrs.
Smith is not like that. She does not
wear her dresses very long and she
never mends anything. But, while she
never gives her things to me, she never
sells them. Site always k'vcs them to
that charity organization, even to her
party slippers. She is a lady, she Is.
She always gives away every single
thing she can't use." Indianapolis
News.
Type That Has Vanished.
The BInck hills prospector, that
unique character who has furnished
many a theme for novels built around
mnn's quest for gold, practically hns
disappeared from South D'ikutn, K. C.
Yntes of Iend, S. D., declared In an
address before the twenty-thirannual convention of the American Mining
congress.
Passing of the prospector has been
due primarily to the fact, according to
Yates, that "the gold taken from the
mines does not have sufficient value to
pay the cost of production." He described the gold industry In the Black
hills as being "io a state of disintc
d

tuition."
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Ear
"Better homes on the farms" Is nn
excellent slogan that Is gaining tremendous Impetus throughout the country. The
Idea
that the farm home was merely a roof
and four walls Is losing a foothold
because of the development of the
Second Floor Plan.
building enterprise and individual amIs
only indicative of the trend of
bition.
The housewife has become It
acquainted with the beauties and con- the times and the progressive spirit
veniences of the city home and she In- which now dominates the fanner at
sists that her nest shall be just as large. Too much comfort cannot be
modern as any. Moreover she has be- built into a home.
come tired of the
drudgery that kept her tied to the OBJECT NOW IS EFFICIENCY
limits of the house and made her working day one long, endless, monotonous Leaders of Industry Have Discovered
grind.
That
Equipment Pays
The effect Is apparent in all secGood Dividends.
tions of the country. The farm home
Is no longer subordinated to the dairy
The new order of working condibarn, the implement shed or the poultions renders the oldtime factory obtry house. Today It Is first in the solete, declares a bulletin of the Somind of the farmer, certainly first in ciety for Electrical
Development.
the eyes of his wife and of tremendLenders of industry find that it pays
ous Importance to the children. Un- to Invest in equipment which will Inless home surroundings are made at- crease the efficiency of employees.
tractive they will leave the farm for Glass walls and roofs are replacing
the cities where attractions abound. the dingy brick walls and narrow
As a result the farm home is as atdirty windows which characterized
tractive, convenient and modern as factory buildings of yesterday.
A
most houses in cities. Electric light, flood of Indirect
lighting makes the
running water, bathrooms and laun- interior as bright as day. It is somedries are no longer something to be what late, but better than never, to
dreamed about ; they are actual realrecognize the fact that when a man
ities In the farm home.
works, his eyes work, too. An arm
That this Is true is borne out. by the may become fat;gued without necespicture and floor plans of the farm sarily affecting the rest of the body,
home shown here. This house could but eye fatigue reacts upon the whole
very easily grace the streets of a high- - human system, as one authority points

class residential section in a lurge
town or city.
When a man is building a house,
which in most cases lie does only once
In a lifetime, he Is Inclined to consider all angles very carefully. And
to the average farmer there is no
stronger appeal than economy. With
no large sum of money to expend on
a home he wonts to get as beautiful
a dwelling as possible at the lowest
possible cost. This type of home Is
designed for that purpose. Because
of Its square lines which eliminate
any special orders for material, it is
one of the most economical types of
As Is the
home that can be built.
general rule In homes of this type, the
roof Is hipped.
In this home the broad open front
The
porch is particularly inviting.
wide tapering bulkheads and pillars
painted white are very Impressiw. In
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THE CUERVO CLIPPER.

A Feeling of Security

it

You naturally feel secure when you
know that the medicine you are about to
take is absolutely pure and contains no
harmful or hubit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rooiidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The same standard of purity, strength
and excellence is maintained in every
bottle of Swamp-Roott,

!o

,M?m

;

9

Mi

.

It

is scientifically
from
compounded
Tegetable herbs.
is
not
a stimulant and is taken in
It
teanpoonfuI doses.
It is not recommended for everything.
It is nature's great helper in relievini
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder troubles.
A sworn statement of purity is with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Kwamp- -

itoot.

11
vou should
you need a medicine,
have the best. On sale at all drug stores
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wnth iirst to try this
great .preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton. N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

A College

Lad.
raw youth?"
"Is
"Well, lie wouldn't so consider him
self. Cull lal lit n rnli-rayouth."
lie n

h

Hall's Catarrh Medicine

Those who ars In a "run down" condi
will notice that Catarrh botheri
them much more than when they are In
good neaitn. Tills tact proves that while
Catarrh is a local disease, It Is greatly
Influenced by constitutional conditions.
HALL'S CATAKRH MEDICINE is a
Tonic and Ltlood purifier, and acts through
tne mood upon the mucous surracee ot
the body, thus reducing; the Inflammation
and restoring; normal conditions.
All druggists. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
tion
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II Woman Likes

After dinner sit n while, lifter sup
per wnlk ' a mile, and 11 unother settles

Mailer

Go

lis Admired

flow Old

She Kay
Nature

Be

undoubtedly

made

woman to be admired, and man to
admire her. Good looks in women
do not depend upon age, but upon
Vou never see a
jf
health.
woman who is weak, rundown, irritable, out of sorts, fidgety
good-lookin-

and nervous.

Headaches, backpains, irregularis and troubles of that sort
are all destroyers of beauty. Men ,
do not admire sickness.
Here is what one woman says:
Kansas City, Kans. "Soma
time ago I suffered with weaknesu
aches,

dragging-dow-

and woman

n

s

trouble. I would
suffer such pain

and distress that

have

I would

I

give

up.
nearly a

wreck

heard

to
was

nervous

when

I

Doctor

of

Favorite

escription
women,
I

Pr-

for
began

it and

taking

three bottles completely cured
me of all this condition. I have
never had any return of these ailments. I can recommend 'Favorit-it- e
Prescription' to women who

just

Mrs. Ollie Dearinger,

Buffer."

May Street.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists everywhere (in liquid or tablet form).
No.

2829

Dr.

Send 10c. to Dr. Pierce's Invalids'
Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y for trial
package of tablets.

smile.

Half Ways for Him.
Jones bad arranged to meet
her husband nt a certain store. After
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of fitniiclinc about for some time sheurew
old
CASTOUIA, that famous
remedy
nilhi
for infants and children, and see that it important, nnd, tothinking that lie culled
have forgotten
meet her, she
Bears the
him tip at Ills pluee of business. SupSignature
posing that central Imd Riven her the
In Use for Over 80 Years.
rlsht number, she exclaimed : "Hello
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria Friiiik, Is tliat you? I'm nearly dead."
"Well, nindain," came the reply, "1
It Is perfectly proper for the thin guess you have the wrong man. I'm
girl to expect the dressmaker to make the undertaker, and I want them enthe most of her.
tirely dead." Huston Transcript.
No

Mis.
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ONUUK.S.S In likely to luckle Ihe for- est iirolilcin, during thu coming

tint punHB
iiullonul forent

threshing

out
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y

mid program, The problem In a
liunl one, iiml Ihe Job will lie u lilg
one. Hut the Job Is one tlwt must
lie done and Ihe anoiior the better.
The nutlon-wlil- u
ngllullon ever the

cari'lly and high prteo of
paper mid the xliortiini; of liuusiiig,
eniiliiiHlze the fact Unit wood Is a vltul factor In
our national life.
('resident elect Harding, not long after his nomination, imiclu a sluteiiient of his views on the situation for I lie American ForeHtiy association. lie
wood-pul-

wild

p

though uot entire emphasis for the time being on
as the most Important single step,
and not less thun a million dollars annually avail
with states.
able for such
A purvey to obtain necessary information as to
forest resources, forest production and forest re
quirements of the nation.
Provision for studies nnd experiments in forest
renroiliii'tlon methods, wood utilization, timber
tests, wood preservation, development of
ucts und other steps to bring about the most effective uso of the nation's forest resources.
Provision for a study of forest tuxatlon, to as
sist states In devising tax laws which will encour
age the conservation and growing of timber. Also
of methods of Insuring against forest losses by

lf

-

lire prevention,

:

"There lit a notable hulling In the conHlnictlon
of homes, hecauso of the almost prohibitive post.
Lumber pluys lis very conspicuous purt therein.
Much of this, of course, relates to Ihe Increased
cost of production which dales from the rhniiKed
conditions bIiich our entrance Into the World war,
hut there is a permanent Inclination to advance In
cost becaiiHH of the very inunlfest diminution of
supply.
"No one can lie blind to the fact that (luring
the tremendous growth of the republic, during the
past half century, we have been drawing on our
natural timber supply without a thought of the
future. The American Forestry association tins
of the
given us llgtires to show Hint throe-fifth- s
original timber of Ihe country has been consumed.
It la of little value to recall the waste with
which we have cut our timber, except that wo
ought to have learned lessons which will enntile
us to avoid mo much wnwle In the future.
"I remember making a visit to the llnwatlnn
Islands some five years ago, and wns grcntly Interested to tlnd n very considerable lumber enterprise, there, which was engaged In salvaging the
slinnpuge of a certain hardwood which hud been
cut over years before. Willi a new realization of
the diminishing supply, tbln lumber enterprise wns
laboriously taking the stumpiige from the ground
and turning what was at one time considered useless Into a very valuable product In lumber commerce. It was possible, of course, to have practiced such n program of conservation In the enrly
dnys of abundance, when no one could reudlly
realize Ihe exhaustlhlllly of our supply, hut we
have learned the lesson now, and we have not
only to conserve, but we ought to have n national
policy of preservation and reforestation.
"No one disputes that lumber prices are In large
pint responsible for the hailing In the housebuilding movement. Lumber prices have Increased
very sharply since the war, and prices hi ninny
r
Instances have gone up 300 per rent above tho
period. When diminished forest supply and
Increased cost of production are linked together,
It Is not surprising (hat these unfortunnte conditions are confronting lis.
"The one thing which the government may do Is
to adopt that policy which will assure to future
generations the timber which Is necesnnry to our
lumber needs. In our section of the country the
I
almost entirely exhausted.
The
supply
forests of New Engdlmunltlon In the
land and of the lake states, and even of the South,
has been steady and continuous. Many watchful
rtudents of tho situation think that another decade U going to put the South In a condition w hore
It ran do more than meet Its own demands. There
remains a large supply on the Pacific Coast, hut
the problem of transportation makes Oils supply
unavailable to the Kast anil middle West, unless
we contemplate a cost of transportation which will
continue to discourage building enterprise.
"It Is a common knowledge (hat there Is amide
laud In this country of ours, not adapted to other
uncs, to produce a sufllolent supply of timber for
all our needs, If It Is only stocked with trees and
nature Is allowed to contribute toward our necessities. We must begin to think of timber crops
as we do other cultivation In this hind of ojrs.
and we must put an end to that carelessness and
neglect to which we trace our destructive forest
With timber growing on the one hand, and
fires.
forest preservation and prelection on the other
hand, there Isn't any reason why the United Stntes
In the great essential of
t
should not he
lumber for construction purposes. It Is perfectly
practicable and feasible to provide for a new
to
growth of tlmlier. and it Is an Imperative duty
I can think of no
our
forest
protection.
Improve
forward look. In relation to Ihe good fortunes of
America which doea not contemplate a forest polthe essential In the lum-t,p- r
icy v litch will assure us
tine f"f all our count rurtlve activities.
pre-wa-

soft-woo- d

d
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"1 have sought to emphasize the thought of reforestation, because I think It Is highly essential
for the United States or America to ever he thinking of self reliance. We are so blessed with Ood'a
bounty, ho varied In our productivity and so hound-les- s
In our resources, that the combination of
Aniertenn genius and a commltul to conservation
and cultivation will leave us Independent of the
resources or the activities of the remainder of the
world."
Virgin forests of the United Stntes covered 822
million acres, Ihe American Forestry association
points out. They are now shrunk to
of that area. All classes of forest land, Including
r
culled, burned, nnd
areas, now aggregate
lOIl million acres, or a little more than
of our original forests, of the forest hind remaining and not utilized for farming or any other
purpose, approximately 81 million ucres have been
so severely cut and burned ns to become an unproductive waste. This area Is equivalent to the
combined forests of (lermuiiy, Holland, Denmark,
Ilelgluni, France, Switzerland, Spain nnd I'ortugnl.
There Is consumed or destroyed every yeur, 50
billion board feet of material of saw timber size.
Tho total yearly consumption of all classes of
timber Is about i!8 billion cubic feet. Our depleted forests are growing less than
of this amount. The United Stntes Is not only
cutting heavily Into Its remaining virgin forests
every yeur, but ls also using up the smaller material, upon which the future supply of saw timber depends, much more rapidly tliuu It Is being;
replaced. The problem Is one of the present as
well as the future.
The American Forestry association Is making
a vigorous campaign for congressional legislation,
establishing a national forest policy. It hus announced an outline of features to be embodied In
this legislation. This announcement was made,
following a conference In New York attended by
the following:
F.lhcrt II. linker and S. P. Weston, representing
the American Newspaper Publishers' association ;
George W. Slsson, Jr., I). A. Crocker, W. E. Haskell, H. S. Kellogg, and C. H. Worcenter, representing the American Paper and Pulp association : 3.
W. MeCullough, chamber of commerce of the United States ; George 8. Long, National Lumber
K. F, Perry, National
association;
Wholesale Lumber Dealers' association; K. T.
Allen, Western Forestry and Conservation association; John Foley, Association of Wood Using
Industries; Col. William 1!. Greeley, U. S. forester; Charles Lathrop Pack and P. S. Ithlsdule
of the American Forestry association.
Charles Lathrop Pack, president of the American Forestry association, thus outlines the proposed legislation:
Authorizing the secretary of agriculture, after
consulting appropriate local agencies, to approve
an adequate policy for each state, covering the
essentials of lire protection on timbered and restocking lands, reforestation of denuded lauds,
and, where nnd to the extent necessary, the cutting and removing of timber crops so as to promote continuous production of timber on lands
chiefly mi It little therefor, and authorizing his cooperation In the work required, provided ther
Is also satisfactory local compliance In state legChief al
islation or administrative practice.
one-sixt-

one-hal- f

Mitnii-fncturer- s'

Provision for more rapid replanting of the vast
areas of denuded lands within the national forests.
Appropriation of ten million dollars a year for
five years for the purchase of lands which should
be added to the national forest system, whether or
not on the headwaters of navigable streams as
such purchases are now limited.
Authorizing acquisition of similar lands by ex'
changes of land or timber when clearly In the pub
lic Interest.
Authorizing the addition to national forests of
lands now In other forms of government owner
for.
ship, but found chiefly suitable for permanent
est production.
"There appear to be two schools of thought In
connection with the national forest problem," says
M. Weston. "The extreme conservationists appear
to be advocating absolute government control of
timber, not only thut owned by the government,
but also timber owned by states and Individuals.
The other school advocutes the development of a
uniform policy on the part of the government,
on the part or tlie gov
providing for
eminent with state nnu individual owners.
"While the first policy may be theoretically
Ideal, It is obvious that before It can be put Into
the
practice the federal government would Invade
rights of the states and Individuals to nn extent
unprecedented In the history of the government
"I am heartily In accord with the suggested
form of legislation Indorsed by the New lork con
ference. It Is my opinion thut It Includes the essentluls necessary, not only for the protection of
the existing forests, but for their perpetuation and
conversion Into an Increasing asset."
Mr. Weston's Indorsement of Mr. Pack's legislative program emphasizes the fact that In tackling the forest problem, congress has a big Job
shead of It. Mr. Weston Indorses It because of
Its contrast with the plan of absolute government
control of timber. Nevertheless, there are many
people who will consider even Mr. Puck's program
as altogether too nationalistic.
Some of the eastern states will doubtless feel
that way, especially those which are well along
In a constructive and effective state forest policy
of their own.
Then there are people who regard the Depart
ment of Agriculture as already too big nnd tin
wleldy.
They are likely to object to giving the
secretary of agriculture the additional power he
would get through this legislation.
There are people who harshly criticize the for
est service, In charge of the national forests.
that the forest service,
They are disappointed
after fifteen years of control of the national for
ests, still has an annual deficit of about $2,000,000,
They think the national forests nre large enough
now they now number 152 and contain 180,209,
770 acres, of which a little over 86 per cent Is
public land ; their net Increase Inst year was 8,
038,383 acres. Some even charge the forest serv
Ice with neglect of fire protection and other legltl
mate activities, while promoting its recreation
schemes In the national parks. There Is a bill
pending In congress to restore the national forests to the Interior department, from which they
wer

taken

In 1005.

Doubtless, all of the activities suggested by
Mr. Pack have merit. The question Is: what
agency Is to undertake them? If congress can
reconcile the warring partisans, get them united
on a national forest policy and program and pa
legislation that will embody the best Ideas of all
Interests, the country will be surprised, delighted
and grateful.
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Grippe

Neglected Colds are Dangerous
no chance. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first eneeze.
Breaks Dp a cold in 24 hours Relieves
Grippe In 3 days Excellent for Headache
form does not affect the held Caacara la best Tonic
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ALL DRUGGISTS SELL
'YANKS"

GOT

THEIR COFFEE GENTLE

Personal "Kick" to King
George Brought About the Desired Change in Rations.
Sergeant Ouyon of "B" troop, Amer
ican forces In Gertnnny, has the distinction of having his ration changed
by direct orders from King George.
AVhen the American army polo tenni
from Cnblenas was In England recently, Guyon had charge of the ponies at
Aldershor. The king visited the field
and was attracted by the ponies'
blankets bearing the letters "A. F.
O." He approached to Inspect them
and nddressed Guyon.
"Well, bow are you getting along
in England?"
The British Tommies nearby standing rigidly at attention were petrified
by Guyon's reply: "Oh, pretty well,
king, hut say, this tea we have for
breakfast Is fierce can't you fix It
uv so we can have coffee?"
The king laughed and addressing
one of his aides said : "See to it that
these men have coffee hereafter,"
And the Americans had coffee.

Possibly
Might

JOLT

IT
SWEENY

FOR

There Are Others Whs
Benefit by Reflecting on
George's Observation.

Frolhlngham

Dodge,

the

Boston

municipal reformer, In the course of
an address to Harvard students, said:
"Man wasn't made to loaf.
The

minute he begins to loaf he takes to
drink or hypochondria I don't know
which

g

worse.

"There's a loafing hypochondriac
named Sweeny who spends all his
time talking about his health.
lie's
always ailing, and usually when you
go to see him you find him in bed
with a headache or rheumatism or

dyspepsia or what not.
"Sweeny was tottering feebly down
the street one day when he fell in

with

a

burly friend named George.

" 'George,'
he said, Td give any'
thing to be as strong and healthy
as you are. What do you live on?'
" 'I live on fruit,' said
George.

"'Fruit, eh?' said Sweeny eagerly.
'That sounds good. I'll have to try
It. What kind of fruit, George!'
"'The fruit of labor,' George answered significantly."

Truth About Father.
At dinner mother was astonished
A wife never hates to ask her huswhen my small brother, attracting the
attention of the guests, remarked: band for money any worse than he
"We're so glad you're here. Papa's hates to have her do It.
nice when we have company, but you
All beginnings are hard enough in a
ought to hear how he scolds mamma
when vou're not here." Exchange.
career of crime; there the end Is hard.
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Breakfast or Lunch

Grape Nuts
Crisp granules of wheat and malted barley "sweet as a nut" from

special processing and long baking.
No need to sprinkle sugar on your

cereal when you use
tt

6rapeNuts

There's a Reason"
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CUERVO

CUPPER,

IN PARIS MODES
FOR

MID-SEASO- N

Once the senson lins gained Its touch of trimming, a
fringe of fur all
stride, we expect to see the more com- about the edge of the upturned brim.
plete creations of that era make their The manner of that brim's turn is a
appearance, observes a fashion writer. note of newness; the black satin hut
The first gowns are now, perhaps, dar- has already reached these parts as a
ing In some radical Innovations, yet leader In the season's headgear.
still tentative, but the ones that folCling tc.
Frock.
low are certain of their art, consistent
The French are still clinging to the
In their expression,
carrying with
e
frock which they pull
them an air of being quite sure of little
and
push
aud tuck In until It becomes
no
sour
matter
critiwhat
tliemsleves,
cisms they may happen to meet on a gown marvelously suitable to the Individual concerned.
Several women
their way.
Now from Paris are coming those may be gathered together In Paris
models that are perfection each wearing practically the same
in themselves.
The designers have model, but so great is the French aptisifted the best from this season's tude for suiting the gown to the Indistyles and Incorporated the Ideas in a vidual that no one would suspect their
few exquisite examples presented as frocks of being cut over the snme patThere are the tern. They have a way of Mousing
apparel.
skirts, for Instance not long enough the tiling or letting it hang straight to
to be alarming, aud au extremely
They are
graceful line, after all.
straight, still, and that news will be
a relief to the American woman who
loves to cling to the conservative lines.
Then the sleeves are longer and

ABigBrop

8
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which has entered
the areas of discussion for the coming spring styles. The tendency seems
to be toward longer sleeves, either
tightly fitted or loose and straight In
line. But will we accept them with
any more willingness than we have
accorded the high and tightly-fittincollars? That Is the question at issue, but surely there can be no doubt
that these examples are strong factors In the balance. They are grace
ful In the extreme and, It would seem,
lose nothing of practicability by reason of their more confining natures.
However, they are winter things, after all, and cannot be accepted as
any more than a mere hint of things
to come.
Fur and Beaded Embroidery.
A model by Charlotte is developed
In jade green in one of those soft
weaves of wool that only the French
really know how to do. The material
Is an art all in itself and the bits of
fur used with It, along with beaded
embroidery at the sides and bias bands
of the material, all help to pull the
whole together In a most effective
The fur turban shows a
manner.
drooping bunch of flowers, so much In
demand for turbans and most of the
closely-fittinhats.
Drecoll has done the happiest sort
of French frock In her model of black
and white. This is a combination of
effectiveness of which the Tarisian
never seems to tire; each time a designer Indulges in the Idea the result
seems to be more beautiful than It
ever was before. The dress Is made
of a soft white velours, and a great
deal of the art. lies In the delicacy
of the cut. Hut the Irresistible touch
comes when the little blocks of embroidery appear, for they are done In
threads of white and black thick wool,
to make them all the more effective
on their white background. An Interesting point is made in the lacing
of the sleeves, for this Is done with
white silk braid tipped on the ends by
bobbing blnck 'alls. And the collar
Is another bit of art, for It need not
be high. It can open and lay back
over the shoulder line with the same

i he same succebs
single crop,
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BENNETT,

Room

4, Bee Buildinj,

OMAHA, NEB.

rnnHdlnn Government Airfnt.

A
man tuny
Safety First.
Corpoml Sweeney had been detailed VMilch. Iml the
to take ills squad of engineers to mop Just the same.
tip after
compnny of Infantry. Arrived tit the cellur of an nbandoniMl
ebateiui he was instructed by bin lieutenant to (.'0 Inside, leaving the remainder of the squad gathered about
Great House Myitery.
"Well, I MH'coodeil lii leasing n Ihe door to pi the fugitives.
"Yes, sir," answered Sweeney obedihouse."
"What on earth Is the matter with ently. Then, turning to his men, he
uililed the caution :
it?"
"Hut if more than one mutt conies
"Dumio, but It must be something
terrible.
The landlord voluntarily of- out of the eellur, for the Lord's sake,
fered to paper it throughout."
Louis- don't shoot the first one." The Amer.
ican I.enlou Weekly.
ville

The Genesee Pure Food Company,
Le Koy, jn. i.

to wind
of time goe

foi'cet
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of shades and tones are the ones that
arc most favored by New York women
who Indulge In the wearing of Imported
gowns. Just about now there are so
many of them to be seen that the ef
feet Is rnther bewildering, but there
Is one characteristic which they nl
have In common that they are quite
simple in all their lines and details,
If they diverge at all from tluit stand
ard then they must necessarily lenv
the class of the very smart attire. Sim.
pllclty Is the keynote of the season'
styles, and this standard has become
so thoroughly established that a de
parture from the rules and regulation;
may be classed ns an Impossibility,
Many of these duvetyn models nr
seen In the tan and brown shades,
verging nil the way from the lightest
tones to those that are (lark enough
to suit the tastes of the most conserv,
ntlve dressers. There Is a strong tend
ency to trim these frocks with touches
of brilliant color, but the distribution
of color is an Intricate procedure, an
unless it is done Just right, there I
no excuse for It at all.

Worn

With

Relief

Courier-Journal-

Is the busiest man? We'll kh.v,

from all nppeaninrcs.
is. Kver see one idle?

are not nmnufiic- -

,(

wntibninker

If n man could only see himself iih
his neighbors see him, lie could easily
see Ills finish.
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6 Bell-an-s
Hot water
Sure Relief
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family.
If at any

time you do not find the superiority of
SKINNER'S immediately noticeable return the
empty package to your grocer and he will refund your money.
Hundreds of appetizing dishes can be prepared
from SKINNER'S Macaroni Products. Write

us for our
book of recipes, enclosing 4c
in stamps to cover postage.
48-pag-

UK

Mac aroni

FREE one package of your favorite SKINNER'S Macaroni, Spaghetti or Egg Noodles.
Tear off the coupon, take it to your grocer, buy
one package and he will give you another free.
If he will not supply you write us, giving his
name and address.
One package of SKINNER'S Macaroni Products should make a full meal for the average

e

Unfortunately there are grocers that do not
handle quality merchandise, because the wholesale price is higher than on goods made up of
cheap raw material under unsanitary conditions.
Demand SKINNER'S Macaroni Products for
your family's sake. REFUSE TO USE MACARONI THAT COOKS UP MUSHY AND
DOES NOT HAVE A REAL FLAVOR, EVEN
IF YOU HAVE TO CHANGE YOUR
GROCER.
Just tear off the coupon that appears below.
It's "legal tender" at any store will buy you
one package of SKINNER'S Macaroni Products
if you buy another. You get two packages for
only 10 cents by presenting this Free nt
10-ce-

coupon.

BUY ONE
OF THESE
nooous
NOTICE TO
GROCERS:

mo'

This coupon, signed by your
customer, will be redeemed at
10 cents in cash. Return coupon
direct to Skinner Manufacturing
Company, Omaha, U. S. A. If you
do not have our full line stocked send
us name of your jobber.

Fur Jackets.

duvetyn frocks are worn
with Jackets or long fur coats which
must necessarily lie removed Immediately upon entering a heated place;
an excellent opporThis Model Is by Charlotte; Devel- this processthegives
to show to great
gowns
for
tunity
One
in
of
Those
oped in Jade Green
as the Frenehlness of their
advantage
Soft Weaves of Wool.
construction emerges. Itceontly there
ease and grace that It uses in folding was seen n cloik of midnight blue
snugly about the throat. Aguin, the duvetyn with a big straight collar and
waist line says eloquent words for the rather small cults made of kriiniiicr.
treatThe lines of tho wrap 'were straight
survival of that long, moyen-ngment. This time It Is done in a clev- and plain, beln Uightly held In toward
erly different way by menns of the the hem.
panel at front which becomes a wide,
soft belt further down.
Gray Velvet Popular.
Gray velvet Is used extensively thin
The hat on this figure is one of the
e
and evening
later ones created in Paris. It Is made season for both
of black satin and has, by way of a dresses.

on

11

g

follow the demands of the Individual
figure, and in this way they manage to
achieve really beautiful effects with
practically nothing (or we would cul
It nothing) to work with.
There Is a feeling that the skirts for
spring will be longer, due to the fnc
that some of the best designers In
Purls are showing gowns with skirts
made along quite full lines.
The sll
houette Is kept straight through all
changes, but the full skirt is becom
ing dally more sure of Its right In the
scheme of modern styles.
The clre trimmings are In great de
mand abroad, and these are developed
in all bright colors as well as in black
which has had so great a vogue for
some time past. The blue serge frock
show any number and variety of clre
bands and ribbons and trimmings of
all sorts, and It must be acknowledged
that bright red Is the favorite color f
combining with frocks of navy serge
The dresses of duvetyn In all sorts
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Sure

Who

All family Jnrs
tured in a pottery.

of Black and White by
Made of Soft White Ve
Drecoll
louri Blocks of Embroidery Fea
tured.
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may ttUl be

low taxation (none on impnwementsi. healthful climate, good
choola, churches, pleaaanl ttocial relationship, a proupeniua and
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dfwrtntion of firm opportanttlM m
iWu, r4ucnl rtulroaW rates, ate., writ
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Opportunity Is like a woman; she
favors those who seek her out and
make the most of her.
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Learn ihe Facts About VlVbrn Canada

Condition to Be Dreaded.
There are worse things than losing
money; you can get it back again; but
when you go bankrupt on peace nnd
contentment, you are of all men the
most miserable.
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NOTICE TO PURCHASER
Coupon, if presented within 30 days, good for
one package of SKINNER'S Macaroni Products
if you purchase another at the regular price.
SIGN THE FOLLOWING!
hereby certify that 1 have this day purchased one
package of SKINNER'S Macaroni Products from my
rocer and received one package free.
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Anu&dveniUre Romance

187V.

One year

$1.00.
I .50.
f .25.

CiEORGE

NOTICE KK PUBLICATION
lb partment nl ihe Interior, U.S. Land
'Office at Santa Vr.X. M. Dec. 30, 1920.
Notice in hereby given that Milton J.
Neeley, of Gurila. N. M. who, on
September 20, 19111, made. Add. Home.
tead Entry, No. 0i9il?8, for NWVnel4,Sec
26, Township, 1.1 N. Hane 23 K N. M. P
meridian, him filed mrlice of intention to
r
'make fiual
proof, to establish
claim to the laud above described, before
(7. S. Comniiksioncr, at Trcmenlinu, San
Miguel Co.. N. M.on Feb. I(, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ned Hundley, Martin Clark, of Carilu.
N. M.F. L. llriiinley, II. LP otter, of
Estrada, N. M.
Francisco Delgado, Register.
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PART I.
Moral Emblema.

rieasp don't skip thla description of
Itnbert Ilcrvey Itnndulph six feet

Straight tip and down, broad of ilioiii-de- r
mid nurrow of lilp,
iinil
nose slightly
weurlnn a snddlo of faint freckle,
clenn shaven, well Kmotiied, very
dresised, mid twenty-siyear
old. Let It lie added that his eyes
were placed Just far enounh apart to
stamp him forever honest; he had an
open mid must prejHsseisKliiK countenance.
At the moment of the start of this
rapid yarn, ho was standing In the
Van Tclllers' library, looking down In
pained and flushed surprise nt Miss
Madge Van T., who was sitting In a
huge lenfhern chair half facing tlie
fire In the open grnte, one leg very
much tinder lier, the other waving n
cnmhlnntlon of foot and
ankle In distracting accompaniment to
her disturbing speech.
"Hobby," said Miss Van T., "you are
darned
you're strong,
An
straight, and n gentleman; there nre
times when you are wholly adorable,
Adventure
but, nevertheless, I'm not going to
tho show with you tonight, or to the
Romance
ouern tomorrow, or anywhere tiny
more.
There, there, dear boy; yon
don't have to say anything. You have
one of those faces that Is absolutely
By Gtorgi Agnew Chamberlain
beyond tho old of n vocal organ. It
says everything thnt Is In your heart
of gold before your brnln has time to
tinkle n bell."
"Look here, Madge," said the pained
6YNOP8IS.
Mr. Itnnilolph : "are you making fun
of my face or of toy brnln or of
PAIIT
Hervey nandolph.
both?"
leaves
young New York
tin hornn of hit sweetheart, Madgt Van
"My dear," snld Miss Van T. rjnlte
Telller, chagrined because ot tier reftieal
"I'm not making fun of you In
o( lila propusal of marrlaia. Ilia Income, gravely,
nny wny whatsoever. I'm merely tell(lo.ooo a. year, which ha tnuiit surrender
U a certain Mlsa Imonen Pamela Thorning you how lovable you are, so thnt
ton (whom ha has seen only as a small
you will understand how serious It Is
Klrl tnn Jests lief ere) la found, la lint
when I say that I've decided not to
cuiialdoiad by Ilia alrl of hla heart adelove you any more."
mocern
In
a
lo
neudi.
"dun't r" '
quate
t
how rn,n you help It?" stammood lUmtoi" h filters a taxi, unseen by
I la
driven to tlia stag
the driver,
mered Mr. Itnndolph, his tongue for
A man lie Itnowa,
door of a theater.
onco siiylng the same thing as his face
Inike Heiunor, Induces a girl to enter the
nt the same time.
cab, llnatner, alteinptlnv to follow, la
Miss Vim T.'s breast fluttered as
pushed back by Kumlolpli and tlia cab
moves on. Ilia new acquaintance tells
though rising ngalnst Its mistress to
- chorut
aaba
la
and
hue
Kamlolph
alrl,
the defense of ibis disingenuous yiuing
lost her position. Hhe In In dlslrcHH, even
o swervo
man, iitid she was obliged
hungry, unit ha takes her to hla aparther eyes from bis and draw a long
ment. There, after lunch, a chance remark convinces blm tha Klrl la tlia nilas-I- n breath before she answered.
at Pamela Thornton,
Ho does not tell
"I run, because I will," she said, her
liar ot her good fortune, but secures her
face paling, "lib, Hobby, can't you
to
a
In
Hut until Uie
tlia
promise
lay
morning, and leaves her, In u whimsical ' wake up? Look round you aud wine
liiooil, ulao rcallKlriK tliut tha girl's leap- to earth! You are burn and bred on
peal unco has Iff t him practically penniManbntlaii, yet ynu'vo never seen New
to
bribes
tlia
let
him
he
driver
less,
taxi
take hla Job, and leitvlnu; word Willi the York."
IsKal representative of tho Thornton
"I guess you're right," said Bobby
whore be run llml l'umela, takra up
thoughtfully. "Look here, Madge ; why
tile new duties under tha name of "Hltni
should I try to see New York, and
llcrvey." J la hives the ulrl, but hla pride)
i
forbids hhn npprouclilng her under their why should wo bo talking
when I've got you to look at In one of
chunked conditions.
the most bewitching and abbreviated
TAUT U. One evening ha Is engaged
bits of dress (roods that ever revealed
netuiluus profligate,'
!y Hest'lier Tiettmnt,
to drive him and M:ti1n"e Van Telller to a n completely adorable person? Tell
thrcc-you-

Nttidy-hnlre-

blue-eye-

4

TAXI

c

;

'

ea-t-

nHh-ran-

mo

froatflry known ua "Umcnwood." Aware
f the evil nature of tha place, Kunilolph
tirlvea tba jiaitr to Uroenwoud cemetery.
Infuriated, lieneher geta out of tha cab
auid Ilandolpb Inavea blm there, taking
tlia girl (vv)io Ima awakened to a reallxa
Hon of her folly) to her homo. Miulga
recognizee him.

FAUT III. In ltandolph'a
apartment
Pamela, puiidcrlng over tha ati ungenea
Of the nlght'a uclvcntuie, realliea aha Is
ery much mora than Inteiented In tha
iroung man. Next morning Mr. Borden
aillyuua, her family's IckiI repreaeutatlve,
Infiiinis her of her Inheritance. Learning
that her acceptiuice of the money will
leave Handolpli peiinlleaa, even tha furni- ture of tha a4irtment belonging to her,
ha propoaea to divide the Inheritance
lth him, Mr. Mllyuna telle her Uan- Aulph la unlikely to ataee to auch an ar- raiiK nicnt, even If found. He, however,
aiTivea to do hla utmotit to find the young
man.
Ida advertising and the employment of detective agencies full to accomplish thla. Ma.tK Van Telller telle Mr.
Wilyuna of her encounter with Itaudiilph.
Knowing only that lie la driving a tuxl-Cn- l,
1'anu'la seta out to tlnd him. The
gtarch naturally la a hoig una, hut dually
fcha cornea upun Itiiuilnlph In front of a
hotel. t:iisreu by him ehe enters his cab,
but when giving the aturter her adilrcaa
tier
recuKUlKes
voice. The
tUridnlph
streets are alippery with enow, and In hla
the
he
ainanhes
excitement
cab UKulust
Uie curb, lliruwlng the girl out
1'AKT

IV. Stopping only to see that
I'umi'la la utihurt, Handulpb tlees (loin
the scene. While he la explaining hla
pushup at the office of the ial company

t

comedy-romanc-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT PUBLIC
LAND SALE.
Department of the Interior, U, S
Land Office al Tucumcari, N. M. Notice
is hereby given that, as directed by
the Commissioner of the General I.an
office: under provisions of Sec. 215-- ,
R, S. persuant to the application of
Graciuo C DcBaca of Newkirk, N. M.
Serial No. 021.536 we will offer a ;mli
biihli r.
licsale, to the highest
'.( at
not less than
per acre, nt II:'"
o'clock A. M., on the 14lh day el ei,.
(oil , ., i,
1921, next, at this olfice, the
tract of land: NEV4SE14 Section 1
ION Range 25E. N- - M. P. M- - Tbi- - n
t
will be aold subject to the rights el a
holder of an Oil and Gas Permit. 'The
tale will not be kept open, but will be
declared closed when those present nt
the hour named have ceased Lidding.
The person making the highe.-- l bid will
de required to immediately pay to the
Receiver the amount thereof. Any persons claiming adversely the
land are advised to file their
claims, or objections, on or before the
lime designateb lor sale.
I. J. Briscoe, Register.
Felipe Sanchez y Baca Receiver.
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as I die with die with 4hft
credit."
If you are timid of the old flivver,
of
try "Taxi." the
New York life which we hnve selected
as a serial for your entertainment.
long

i

LILLII: VERliLL
Publisher,
Cuervo, Guadnlupo Co.,

continued. '"Yon renn nappy stories
to the public taste of midlnettes, showroom girls, nnd dre uiodtds, mid perhaps you think tic mirror the life.
Why, Madge, th" aunts that those
girls fling Indifferently nt virtue nnd
fit vice nre so vile Unit they couldn't
be repented even among
men. And the other way, the private
door for the private secretary. That's
a rottd of burned bridges. Kvery
man, decent or indecent, feels n queer
sinking of the heart when he hears of
a woman taking it." lie looked nt her
shrewdly. "And yet you may do It,"
he snld, half to himself. "If you nre
one of the hungry women, God help
you, for they nil walk blindfolded."
"They don't wnlk," snld Madge,
flushing, and her eyes gleaming
strangely. "That's Just the point: they
rush, whirl, nnd "
"And crash," finished Hobby.
"That's the very word," snld Madge.
"If you'll only keep on the way you've
started, I'd love to talk to you all
night."
"No chance of that," sold Hobby,
straight-sipped- .
"I'm through, nnd I'm
going." Jfe turned toward the door.
"Not without kissing me good-hy- ,
Hobby !" cried Mndge.
He looked ovc-- bis shoulder with a
polite but Impersonal smile.
"I'm not much on kissing strange
women," he snld lightly. "It would
take me years to learn to kiss you
again."
He left the room and the house.
With his top-hpushed back on his
head, the ends of his muffler flying
loose, bis overcoat half unbuttoned,
he swung up the deserted lower
reaches of the Avenue, punctuating
his thoughts with the solid rap of his
Btlck on the pavement.
It might be
supposed that he was thinking nnd
mourning over the sudden demise of
the Miss Van Telller he had thought
he had known for ninny years, but
such Wns not the case.
Mr. Kandolph was not built on
mourning lines; at the moment tinder
revlow, he was thinking about himself
nnd the strange fate thnt had made
him a foster-chilof fortune. He proceeded to look back ten years. Just a
decade ngo he had had his one meeting with the young Indy whose
had brought him nn unstable
nffluence.
It had taken place on this
very avenue nnd less thnn forty short
blocks away. He had reason to remember the encounter, for It hnd
brought Into sudden conjunction a
lovely Persinn cnt, n lovely
terrier, n lovely child, nnd himself.
The cnt hnd dashed from n proud
front door to cross
street under the nose of a
;
the dog had flown in yapping pursuit
s
nnd, In tho net, ynnked his young
off her pins. He, Mr. Itnndolph,
had seized one of her flying feet,
hauled her nnd tho terrier linck to
safety, nnd no sooner placed her upright nnd smoothed down her absurdly
short skirts than he, she, and especially It, the dog, beenme the center and
circumference of nn animated

lr. Mllymii appears. After much
Kandolph Bgroea to call on
I'ainela nine duys after that time. He
u
al
unnounoei hla Intention of accunm-lattn- g
liw.imo In Uie Interval, and
to drive a cab on tha Wall Street
beat. There, na he had Imped, he picks
tt
Hla entire
Up
"tip" on the market,
Capital being In the tielKlihurliood of IX
tie fiocs to one of his cluha and Kite In a
pcl..r name, trusting to chance to secure
a aiake that will enable hlni to pluy the
"tip" ho bus secured, lie Is lucky and
ruiia Ins capital up to an amount sufll-Clcfor hla needa. Hla Inside tuftirma-- ,
tlnti nu the market proves correct and he
th . a the deal with the aiim he bud
It waa necessary lo have In order
tn i:i',-- t Pamela on a footing of equality,
lo the minute he calls on the
tual
Pui'
(,,. n j lady, who bud awaited his coming
Ilm
SI,
Impatience, and at the clone
fjiicivleiv there la no oueaiion of the di-m
mart-T"1 'he Inbcri'anf
,,r t'

i
'

t

that."

stead ot making you, that money has
burled yon."
"You don't know me altogether,
Madge," said Bobby. "Do you think
I've never thought things out? When
I need to ninke money, I'll do it. The
great thing now inlays, It seems to me,
Is not to tune too much."
"Not t huve too much!" exclaimed
Mlsa Van T., a puzzled frown on her
forehead. "Bobby, do you know that
you've said something original? No;
I won't put It quite as strong as that,
but I will gay that you've (riven birth
to an exotic Idea.
"Hut It doesn't alter things ns far as
I am concerned," she continued, almost without n pause. "In fuct, It
only simplifies matters. You've signed
the warrant I want loads of money;
you're afrntd of having too much. So
we'd better turn our backs on each
other and march."
Mr. Itundolph looked nt her through
narrowed eyes.
"I suppose," he said, "you have
picked out the man with a hundred
thousand a year?"
"Not finally," snld Miss Van T.,
"though they are not so scarce In this
hurly-burlworld as your question Implies. After all, It Isn't the cash I'm
keen on, but what It will bring. If
necessary, I'll earn my own living."
"Earn your own living 1" exclaimed
Mr. Itandolpli.
"Will you please tell
uie how you could earn anything?"
"Well," said Miss Van T., "I've had
a couple of offers without even asking. When I tried to Jew Simon Simon
down
on this very frock on the
grounds that I wns hnrd up, ho said,
In tho nicest wny, that he would take
me on nt sixty a week any day during
the next five years."
"And the other?" nsked Mr. Randolph.
"The other," snld Miss Van T., dropping her eyes, "was Headier Tremont.
lie wasn't quite so nice, but he offered
more. He snld ho was looking for a
private secretary, who could name her
own price."
"During tho next five years at your
own price," roiieatod Hobby, bis mind
dazed but nevertheless going straight
to the kernel of each proposition.
Her unshaken determination to hold
"Madge, do you know what you're to the leash, whalever happened,
saying? Do you know the horrible brought
disaster. The said leash
things you Infer?"
wound throe times round her ankles
She moved one hand Impntlently.
nnd those of Mr. Itatulolph. bringing
"Hobby," she snld, "don't get the- them both down kerplunk and fuclng
atrical. I tell you New York Is a fever. fitch other. "My, what a bump!" she
I've cauchl It, and I'm not a bit sorry. hnd cried, In slnrlled tones, nnd Ihen
The choice between being a Van Tel- - thrown back her curly betid and
ller
nnd a fastlsli woman Is laughed.
easy. Tha sembdeclassees of New
It was so Ihnt be remembered her
York, If they piny for high enough n child of ten or eleven summers and
stake, have a world of their own that no wlnlers, tnorry ns a sunny day,
Is worth moving In. Money Is merely
,
nn adjunct to It nothing but the
pampered but unspoiled. She had
bridge across which clever men come risen and taken his hand, pibl hiin
to show themselves off at their
her mime, thanked him. ordered a
best."
flurried nurse to thank him, shaken
her finger nt the terrier, nnd said,
"Madge," snld Hobby, nt once frightened and earnest, "you only half know "flood-bynnd "Come on. Maggie," nil
what you're tulklug about. There Is while he was si II rubbing the seat of
such n world us you speak of It's the his first long trousers.
On that day she hail been Miss
Pamela Thornton, petted darling
of the gods and Mr. Hrewster Thorn-ton- ,
banker and widower; two months
Inter bud Cnmo Thornton's flnnnclnl
smash nnd, Immediately nfterwnrd, his
spiritual, moral and bodily collapse,
Everything flint hail made for life tn
hlni having been swept away, he died
ns n matter of course, and was burled.
For sole Inheritance, little flenle
Thornton found licrself possessor and
possessed of one Maggie O'ltourke. n
nurse of long standing, of earnest and
faithful face, nnd a monster heart Imprisoned In n pitifully thin h"s.
,
It hnd taken Genie's
Asa Thornton, six more months to forget a quarrel of sixteen years' standing with his nephew, and by that time
child nnd nurse hnd been seeped Info
thnt lower world which can't afford
morning and afternoon editions and Is
too busy praying for dully bread tn
look for a rain of nianiia In the dally
press.
In short, Maggie and her charge,
traced down the ladder of reputable,
disreputable nnd ltnpo.'.siiile lodgings,
hnd slipped ultimately from sight aud
the kin of people with addresses, nnd,
ns a result, Mr. Robert Hervey Kanto Mr. Asa
dolph, whose
Me
"It Would Take
Years to Learn to Thornton Is ofrelationship
no Import whatever to
Kiss You Again."
this tale of cause and effect, enme Into
world of lusntlnhly hungry women, ten thousand n year and n string ihe
It's bril'.hiiit nnd fascinating for a string being the possible reappearance
of Miss Imogene Pamela.
while, but It breathes n poisoned nlr,
"Hob," hnd said obi Asa, on tin
nnd nil Its rontls lead down. Kvery
n
tardy demise. 'I'm not Inwoman that goes Into It with her eyes verge of
you to a war between controducing
open hns nn Idea thnt. with her beniity
There's no
and her brains, she can buck the tiger science nnd
test about my money;
silly story-boor
nnd get away with It, She won't
you nre under no obligation to look
her shoulder nnd read the record
of nn endless losing run on the black." for Imogene or to shorn if you step on
her by any twist of chance. My lawMiss Van T. smiled.
"I'm already beginning nn my re- yers hnve nil the Instructions ncces,
sary along those line?; they nre to
ward," she sold. "You've never
make every renseriabte effort, and If
so well before In your life."
they succeed, whv. m,'i nmn eun irh
"It's more than talk." ii' i H,,i,v
to look out fit
"Ar
ne
flushing tinirrlly.
,v
going to i iake rt !ev il of lot
c
uccess thnt on lei
If re 'he eiis.'i
ency to iee

FINAL PROOF

NOTICES
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department ot the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Tucumcari, n. m. Jan. 13
Notice Is hereby given that Louis C
de llacca of Newkil'k, n. m. who, on Marc
6 1919. made Add'l. S. R. Homestead
No, 020628, for SWNEV E'jNEV
Sec. 12. Twp. 10 N, Range a5 E, and
Section 7, Twp. 10N , R S6E,
nd on Oct. 23, 1919 made Add. S. R.
Homestead entry No. Oj.580 for NV2SWV
Sec. 11 Twp. 10 N
Sec. hand
Range 25 E, N.M.P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Three year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, defore W. J.Ferguson
U. S. Conuni seioner, at Cuervo, N.M.
on the 21st day of Feb. 1921.
19--
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y

ect

but It may."

k

"Well, there you nre!" Miss Van T.
repented herself. "I'm not altogether
a pig, Hobby.
Ten thousand with you
thrown In Is enough to make nny
woman Ihlnk throe times, but the
truth Is you have been killed iy too
little nnd loo tiiucli kindness. If yon
bud never gone on us super for a

heiivs,
in. minted n

von might imve
,g by now.
Jt.

names

as

Jan.

witnesses.

12-

sl--

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Tucumcari, N. M, Dec. 13,
1920. Notice is hereby given that, as
directed by tne Commissioner of the
General Land office under provisions
of Sec. 2455,
pursuant to the application of Louis C De Baca, of Newkirk,
N- M., Serial No. 022537. we will oiler
at, public sale, la the highest bidder,
but at not leu than $2.50 per acre, at
11:00 o clock A. M., oq the 15th day of
Feb. 1921 next, at this office, the follow
ing tract of land: SWV4NEV Sec. 14, Twp.
10N,Range 85E, N. M. P. M. The sale will
not be kept open, but wilt be declared
closed when those present at the hour
named have ceased bidding. The person making the highest bid will be re
quired to immediately pay to the Receiver the amount thereof, Any person
claiming adversely the
land are advised to file their claims, or
objections, on or before the time designated for sale.
I, J, Briscoe, Register,
.
Felipe Sanchez y liaca Receiver.
R--
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above-describ-
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION-Departmen- t
of the Interior, U.S. Land
Office nt Santa Fe, N. M. Pec. 21, 1920.
Notice is hereby given lhat Joseph
Putner, of Cuervo, N. M. who, on Oct, 2 8
1911!, made
Addl. Homestaed Entry No.
031104, for Lot 4, swnwi, n W4, Sec
5, Lots 4, 5, Sec.6,T, 10N..R.24 E.,andon,
made Ad.H.E. No. 037016,
Sept. 10,
for Lot 4, SEliSWV,
Section
31,
Township, U N.,
Range s4 E., N. m.
P. meridian, has filed notice of intention
to muke three years proof to establish
claim to the land above described, before
U. S. Commissioner, at Cuervo, Guadulu
pe Co., N. ro, on Feb: 4, 19sl.
Claimant names as witnesses:
OlioPulner, R. N. Yalcs, T. J. Yates
and Billie Benton, all of Cuervo, n. m.
Francisco Delgado, Register.
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dark-eyed-
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"l took it faithfully and

the results were immediate," adds Mrs. Gregory.
"I continued to get better, all my ills left me,
and 1 went through . . ,

Delgado, Register.

12-2- 4

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U.S. Laud B
Office at Tucumcari. N. ni. Jan. 7. Iq21.
Notice is hereby given that l'ablo BIB
Benabidez, of Montoya, 11. 111, who, on
Aug. 2:, 1916, made Add'l. Jld. Entry
neViSwV.
No, 1120055, for SEWWH,
B
aud nwlsSE'4 Section 17,
lVp,9N., Range 27 E. N.M.P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention lo make
final
proof, lo establish claim
to the land above described, bsforeThe
I'ccciv cr.United
Register.and
Slates,
Land Olio e. at Tuctinicuri, n. m. Feb.

h

'

'

'

r

li,

1921.

Clamum names as witnesses:
'
ni-i- ,
'
Pel.ro. l.M..viic".
-
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with no further trouble.
My baby was fat and
strong, and myself lhaiik
God am once more hale
and hearty, can walk
do my work,
miles,
though 41 years old, f jel
like a new person. All I
owe to Cardui."
For
many years Cardui has
been found helpful i;i
bui'ding up the system
when run down by disorders peculiarto women.

V
V
V Tal

lit

m -- s

Cardui g
r
in r

,

j.

Tonic

j

m.

Francisco

j

...

M,R.L

11.

iTa

gjr
waa awiiuiy wean
My pains were terrific. I g
thought I would die. The
I
bearinr-dow- n
n.iins were tm
actually so severe 1 could
not stand the pressure ol
my hands on the lower
of my stomach . . .
Fart
felt as if life was
for but a short time. JVly
husband was worried . . .
One evening, while reading the Birthday Almanac, he came across a
case similar to mine, and
went straight for some
Cardui for me to try.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICTION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. m. Dec. 2I, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that David R
Holland of Cuervo, n. ni. who, on Apri
2, 1917, made Homestead Entry, No.
83206. for SSW, SWSm, Sec. 34, T. 11
Lots 3, 4, Sec. 3, T. I0N.,R.2 4
E. &on May8, 1917, made Addl. II, E.
No. 03859, for S4SEV,. Sec, 33, T II N, R
84E,and on Sept 19, 1918, made Addl. Ill
E. No. 032K63, for nEV, nViSEV, Section
33, Township 11 North., Range .21 E.
new mex, P, meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make three-yea- r
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before U. S, Commissioner, ut
Cuervo,
Co., n. 111. on
Guadalupe
reu. iuzi
Claimant names as witnesses
J. C. Bailey, Hillie Benton, Jose M
Durau, and A. Osborne, all of Cuervo

great-uncle-

"r
Terrific
Read hnw Mrc Athcet
Gregory, of R. F. D. No.
1, Bluford, 111., cot rid of
her ills. "During . . , I

Itno-gen- e

look-ove-

1. 21.

-,

above-describ- ed

nils-tres-

- 24.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT'
rUBLIC LAND SALE.
Department of the lnleii'or, U. S.
Land Office at Tucumcari, N. M. Dec.
13, 1920. Notice is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land office, under provisions of
Sec. 2455, R. S.,
pursuant to the application ol August L. Allcmand of
Variadero, N. M., Serial No. 022183 we
will offer at public sale, to the highest
bidder, but ut not less than
per
acre, at 11 :00 o'clock A. M- on the 14th
this olfice,
day of Feb. 1921, next, at
the following tract of land: Lot
Sect.
30, Twp, 13 N, Range 5 E, N.M. P. M
This tract is ordered into the
market
on a showing that the greater
portion
thereof is mountainous or too rough for
cultivation. The sale will not be kept
open, but will be declared closed when
those present at the hour named have
ceased bfdding. The person making the
highest bid will be required lo inimedi-pato the Receiver the amount there,
of. Any person claiming
adversely the
ed
land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on ot
before the time designated for
saleI- - J.
Briscoe, Register.
Felipe Sanchez y Baca, Receiver.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT PUBLIC
LAND SALE

wire-haire-

.

above-de-scrib- eb

I, J, Briscoe RagUter

"

"Well," said Madge, her face hardening, "I will. It's a long story, not In
words but In generntlons. The Van
Telllers have lived In Knst Ninth
street since the year one of the Island.
That Is, they used to live here; now
they hardly exist. They are merely nn
assorted lot of animated corpses that
crawl out of their tomb periodically to
taken slrango nlr, leaning nn a rotten
slave called tho 'Old Order.' Listen to
this, Iobby: The new New York Is a
1 want
It.
fever, ami I've cniiL-h- t
a
ralny-dncar, rt calltng-car- ,
and a
touring car; I want dresses that will
stab with envy the heart of every
woman that looks at them; I want my
jewels to run to size nnd quality, and
I want a yacht Just for the papers to
talk about, because I hale to ride In
the smelly things."
Itobby's eyes bad grown rounder
and w ider as the list progressed.
"Oo you think you could get along
on n hundred thousand a year?" ho
risked very softly.
"I don't know," she said slowly.
"I've been going Into
rather thoroughly, nnd a hundred tliottV
sand would be running It on n pretty
close margin. Ily the way, Just what
Is your nllownnce tinder that
cntxy
will?"
"Ten thousand," s.ibl Ilnbhy.
"Well," said Miss Van T "there you
lire! .lust enough to keep you comfortably In debt, and yoti want to
It wouldn't be ipilte
marry mo on it
so out of the ijucstlnn If you knew you
were going to have It forever, but you
don't. It may be rut ofT "
"Any day," said Hobby promptly.
"It Isn't likely, after all these .vein's,

;

!

J, P. Jennings, Simon Mirabal.E. F. Curry, all of Newkirk. N. M, J. W. Sparks,
of Moutavo N, M,
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dark-haire-
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